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It has been suggested that there should be more ',tracer" stuuies to

determine the probability that a pupil will go out into the community and

function comfortably in EtLlish or bilingually (Tucker, 1977). Such a stuuy

would help aetermine whether ctuuents who leave bilihgual programs are really

functioning in English. Investigations could include types of hi ;her eaucdtion,

if any, success at studies, jobs selectee, skills requireu, proficiency at

jobs, etc. Such follow up stuuies have been cone linking graduate stuuies

to job performance, bUt few if any have linked elementaryschool bilingual

experiences to aault performance. 3ut in oruer for such stuuies to be successful,

there must be an efficient system of record keeping. Tne task is cumplicateu

by the sometimes high transiency rate among minority families who move around

in search of work. Clearly, the moael of a database as constructed for the

present study could suggest to an evaluation staff a means of storing data

over time.

In many ways this present stuuy was an exercise in compromise, reflecting

the trials and tribulations of evaluation in the non laboratory setting. PeY:naps

the biggest asset of the study was the creation of the database. This-uatabase now

exists for use in future aownstate evaluations and comparative evaluations within

the state and across states. It is reassuring that this study is only one of

several studies beginning to api.ear regarding the impact of bilingual schooling.

The Californiabused American Institute for Research, for example, hat.

completed the first phase of a natiuniue stuuy on SInanishEtlish bilinguals

for the U.S. Office of Education. But there is still much work to be uone in

the area of research uesign and aorta analysis (see RouriguetBrown, Cohen.

ritayanon, & Ripley, 1976). The comparability of research finaings uepenus

to a significant degree on the comparability of the research methods. This

4,merican Institute' fur Research report has already been criticizeu for

shortcomings in the research uesign (through U. Center for applied. Linguistics.

.alington, Virginia, written statement on aprii 18, 1977). stated above,



Research Institute that they uiu not have time to mobilize complex programs

(i.e., multivariate analysis) nor money to carry out such analyses. (vne

why to guard against incomplete analyses woulu be to supervise the analysis

directly, rather than subcontracting it out as in this case. )

There is clearly a purpose for continuing longitudinal 'study of the

3 -3 and B-0 groups over subsequent yearsif for no other reason than to

see if the 3-0 group catch up in English ana in academic subjects, as well

as to assess its maintenance of Spanish skills. Also, the attitudinal

data here saggest the importance of looking at attituues Liver time rather

than cross-sectionally by cohorts. Also, it woulu be worthwhile to relate

attitudinal measures to achievement measures, again an analysis that was not

incluued in the present study. reither vas multivariate analysis of variance

run on groups of related tests, e.g., Spanish ana English reauing test. Such.

analyses might reveal relationships that are masked by =ay zing separately

tests which are related, such as the Spanish anu English' versions of the Inter-

4..merican Reauillg Tests.

Barttcularly now that su much has guile into the formatioL of the uatabase,

time neeas to be spent uoing a. variety of statistical analyses to proviue even

greater insights into the effects of bilingual schooling in downstate Illinois.

There is also room for continueu test aevelopment and the aaministratiun of new

ana different tests in the evaluation process. AS reported on in Chapter ;,.

".ssessing Spanish Reading,"-we also conductea a pilot study to determine

Spanish reading progress through a criterion - references test cieveluped professional'

ana marketed commerciallythus marking a compromise between a teachermade

test and a standaraizeu test in terms of its proximity to the objectives of

the local classroom. Plans are already unuerway to continue seeking means of
.

criterion-referenced testing of reading, as well as of math (RoUriguez-Brown,

1976).



in we crust point out that whether the data met the assumi,tions behind

the statistical techniques used in the analysis is debatable. Theoretically-

irrefutable conclusions
would have required a rigorous control group rather

than a-grade-cohort approach, as. used here, particularly as concerns the B-3

and 13-0 groups, i.e., the group with 3-1-prior years of bilingual schooling

ani the group with no prior bilingual schooling as of Fall 1975.

ether unknowns also make interpretation of findings anything but definitive

First, there was no easy means of determining just what treatments the students

received over their several years of bilingual schooling. There was no attempt

to document approaches on a yearly basis, through specification of models,

recording of classroom schedules, teacher reports of language use, and so forth

(see Cohen, 1975, Ch. 6). It may be that such documentation of treatments is

simply impractical at the cross-district level, when following large numbers

of students. another issue regarding these data results concerns the possibility

that those students in bilingual programs longer had most likely also been tested

longer, and had thus become "test-wise," possibly inflating, their test scores

slightly, particularly on repeated administrations of the same tyle of test.

Of course, such children could also become tired of so much testing and thus

not try as hard as students in a new control group.

There are other problen:s inherent in these analyses. ..side from the

obvious consideration that achievement gains could be due to factors other

than tine treatment, i.e., bilingual
EChoolingIthere is also the confounding

of school experience, age of stuuent, and level of test. These analyses did

not control for age, which. in itself could explain some of the variance. at so,

when controls were applied statistically through 4/NCOV.A.,;
there was no checi. on

_ .

the validity of the statistic through analysis of the parallelism of re,essiun

lines. 1,1thcn.i.h thousands of dollars went into the data analysis phase alone

(separate from the thousanus spent on the formation of the database), a number

of seemingly important analyses were not run. ;7e were
informed by the IIT



There were also finuings less consistent with the aims of bilingual

programs. First, whPreas a goal of bilingual programs in Illinois is to promote

fluency anti .literacy in two languages, this study su6gesteu that incremental

years of bilingual schooling were not serving to enhance native language

skill in all areas. Whereas the Spanish-English bilingual programs sampled

appeared to be promoting Spanish listening and writing skills, speaking

and reaaing skills uiu not appear to improve with increaneu years in a

bilingual program (as assessed cross-sectionally). Second, anotner goal of

the bilingual programs in Illinois is to insure that.every stuuent will be

prow./ of himself, his family, and his background: The findings in this

_stuuy would suggest that attituues toward self, toward school, and toward

community were negatively influer.cea by incremental years of lAiling,zal

schooling, at least at the elementary school level. It may be that the

particular -programs and methods that downstate Illinois z.rograms have selected.

may be proaucing these negative consequences, at least among those students

sampled.

The findings relating home language use to school language 1.1roficiency

indicate the potential influence of native language use out of school un

native language proficiency as measured at school. Students who did not speaic

Spanish to their mothers at home- per formed low- in Si..aniah achievement at

school. Those students who spoke Spanish with their siblings at home has

high Spanish achievement scores. These firings simply underscore the rule

that out -of- school linguistic or sociolinguistic factors may piny in. schcol

language achievement, regarulesc of the nature of the bilingual law ,r .

It may be that if societal forces are 'working against maintenance of Spanim.,

a subordinate language in the society, even the best of bilingual 1..rograms

will I-have ty i.,rornoting the maintenance of Srcr.isu literacy and flueLcy

skills bItuniz their stuuents.

6
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other hand, we wouldn't expect Spanish to change as aramatically, unless'

the Spanish component in a bilingual proixam were strung enough to promote

greater Spanish-meaia exposure out of school and more use of Spanish at

how. Such seemeu to be the case with the Spanish component in the Rewsuou.

City, California, program (Cohen, 1975, Ch. that the bilingual

program actually stimulates Spanish language maintentuice But it would

not seem that such was the case in downstate Illinois. Un the other

hang, the Illinois State objectives for bilingual progrEutis emphasize their

transitional naturer,roviding a briage from native tongue to English.

The Redwouu. City, California, program, to the contrary, was equally

concerned with the maintenance of Spanish as it was with the acquisition

of EnLdish by the Spanish-cm thel-tungue stuuents

6. General Conclusions

The findings from this study indicate that chiidren in ..uwnstate Iiiinuis

classruums are in certain ways better off fur having received bilingual

schooling. For exturple, incremental years of bilingual schooling for minority-

iguup children enhanced. their fluency and literacy skills in the u.omintint

language of the society, !lamely English. Students with more years of bilingual

schooling were stronger in both the pruuuctive English skilisspeald.ng aria

writinganu the receptive ,skillslistening and reading. Furthermore, incre-

mental years of bilingual schooling appearea to enhance conceptual development

in general. sampling of a ifferent assessment meaeuresal I produced inuications

that bilingual schooling enhanced cognitive functioning on tasks tasseEsin6 non-

verbal conceptual skills and verbal concepts, particulurly English language

concepts. Incremental years of bilingual schooling also appeared to contribute

to growth in specific subject ratter areas z.ks well. students with more years

of bilingual schooling performed stronger un math, science, anu social

stuuies achievement measures.
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language spoken to the mother anu that spoken to siblings were significant at

the .05 level (Tables 74 & 75). Students who spoke English to their mothers

had lower means on the Spanish MBE, anu corresponuingly, stuuents vido

reportedly spoke Spanish to siblings had higher mean Spanish TUBE scores.

Discussion and Conclusion: Results show that EngiiSh language

performance as measured by the TUBE test was not significantly related

either to meuia exposurerauio or T.V.--or to language use with .parehts

or siblings. perhaps there is enough reinforcement for English iu school

anu elsewhere that effects of such exposure are less important. But

Spanish performance was mere sensitive both to exposure to Spanish rauiu

anu to use of Spanish at home, with mother ann. siblings.

These findings give us some feel for the sociolinguistic environment

in duwnstate Illinois. In a community where Spanish is maintaineu,we might

expect that stuuents will perform better on Spanish tests. It might

also be that those stuuents who favor English meuia anu use English at

home are weaker in Spanish language performance to begin with. The position

of Spanish among stuuents in Illinois uownstate is that of a subordinate

language. English is the dominant, prestigious language. Hence, the

school chiluren's Spanish is probably more respunsive to suburuinate

status than their English is to superuruinate status.

One major question about the analysis is the fact that the backgrounu

questionnaire uata were collected in Fall 1974, while the TUBE was auministereu

uuring the 1972-73 school year. Therefore, the laLguage exposure Luau use

uata were ubtaineu more than a year after the tests were taken, :.light there

have been changes in language exposure anu language use patterns uuring

this time periuui It is likely that stuuents generally were expuseu to

English meuia and using more English at hums over that time. This may

explain why results with the English TUBE were non-significant. From

grades 1 to 3, we might expect "surprising" gains in English. Un the
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main effects beil.g reporteu exposure to radio and T.V.
if
anu the covariate

being the 1972 TUBE Language score. For the seounu set of analyees,

preuetermined oruer was useu to enter the inuepenuent variables of language

spoken to mother, father, anu siblings into the analysis. Thus, the effect

of lane -uage spoken to mother was evaluated based on the stuuents' TuBE

Spring 1973 Language scores adjusted for the Fall 1972 TUBS scores. The

effect of language spoken to father was evaluateu by the TuBE score

adjuited fur the covariate anu for language spoken to the mother. ,,nL

finally, the effect of language spoken to siblings was regressed un the

TUBE scores aujusted for the covariate an for language spuk.en both to the

mother and to the father.

Results: The first set of analyses investigated the effect

of Maglish and Spanish language performance respectively on language

listened to on radio and T.V. ?nether the stuuents listeneu to rauiu

or T.V. in English, Spanith, or both, hau no siz;nificalit effect on English

performance as measured by the TuBE 1973 Language subtest, after controlling

fur the TU3E 1972 scores (Tables 68 & 69). l:euia exposure aid influence apishST

performance un the TUBE 1973 Language subtest (Tables 7G & 7 1 ) . The main

effect of language listeneu to on the rauio was significant at the .01 level.

Stuuents who stated that they listened to Spanish language rau.io_programs

had a higher mean score on the TuBE Spanish language test in Spring 173.

controlling for performance on the Fail 1972 scores, than stuuents who

reporteu listening to prograts in both languages or in English only.

As stateu above, the second set of analyses investigated the effect on

English and Spanish language performance respectively of language spoken

to mother, father and siblings. When the results on the English TUBE

subtest of Spring 1973 was the dependent measure, none of the main effects

of language use (English, Spanish, or both) were significant (Tables 72

& 73). When the dependent measure was the TUBE' Spanish language subtest

of Spring 1973, however, there were significant main effects. Both the
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interpretation is that the bilingual program is working against societal

forces of an aSsimilationist nature, ana that stuuent attituues reflect

less the school program ana more the social reality out of school.

the same, the question does emerge as to whether stuuents in the elementary

graces in bilingual programs in aownstate Illinois are in some ways paying

for their bilingual schooling in terms of adverse personal and social con-

sequences. It is also important not to generalize beyond those Illinois

classrooms sampled because results elsewhere have shown very positive

attituuinal outcomes associated with bilingual schooling, using other

instruments such as the Cross-Cultural Attitude Inventory see, for example,

Cohen, 1975, Ch. 11). It may also be that a negative shift in attitudes

was simply uue to increased schooling not related to bilingual programs

in particular.

d. How apes the sociolinguistic environment at 'nume.-affect language

performance at school/ F...-pec if ically,

1) HOY/ acres exnosure to media, radio and T.V., in 'English and

S,:a.dish influence languaFe per formance?

2) gow does student's choice of lanzuage in speaking to mother,

father, and siblinps relate to language at schools

Instruments: TOBY. Language subtest, Level Spanish, dna

13.11aglish versions; five questions from the 1974-75 Backgrounu 4uestionnaire:

language for radio, language for T.V., language spoken in home to mother,

father and siblings

Subjects ana Administration: The subjects were the 140 stuuents

who had taken the TUBE Language subtest in Fail 1972 and then again in

Spring 1973, when in eg.e.de 1. Then they were in graue 3, their parents

were asked to fill out the background questionnaire (Fall
;rata analysis: For the first set of analyses, .c.iXt.,VA was computed

using as the ospenuent variable the Spring 1973 To3F. Language score, with

10
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d) Achievement Ilitivation. Grace 3 had monotonically necreusing

means across years of bilingual schooling (Table 61).

3) Self Security. 'At graue 4, students with two years of

bilingual schooling' scored significantly more positively than those with

three years (p< .05) (Table 62).

With respect to 1973 BTB data, 3rd gravers with one year of bilingual

schooling scored significantly higher in attitUne (104;.05) than those just

entering a program (Table 66). In 1976, 2-way ANta. inuicated no

significant differences between the and B-0 groups (644C67).-

Discussion and Conclusion: The finings suggest that at the

upper elementary and junior high levels bilingual schooling may enhance

at least social confiuence--but more data are neeueu to support such an assertion..

On the other hand, there no appear to be ample- aata to sugbest that bilingual

programs as constituted in Illinois for elemehtaryshuol,_stucients_11_renot

enhancing the kinus of attitudes toward self, school, and community as tapped

by the SOS measure. The findings from this set of scales suggest that bilingual

programs may be having aaverse consequences attitudinally, particularly the

longer the student receives bilingual schooling. The BTB Attitnue subtest

results are more mixed--n favor of bilingual schooling with respect to

the 1973 data and no visible effects either way with respect to the 1976

data. Of course, whereas the BTB simply represents 20 items, uealing primarily

with self - esteem, the SUS entails a much more lengthy set of scales, thus

lending greater validity to the latter.

One interpretation of the findings based on the SuS is that in the

first year or two, the program is novel, anutherefore attitudes peak.

Then, as things become more routine--as the novelty wears uff--attitudes

taper off as well. It is also possible that the bilingual programs in

Illinois are not reinforcing linguistic and cultural attributes of the

minority group enough to really enhance attitudes. also, a less palatable_,

I1
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Data analysis: anu st anuaru deviations were calculated

for the SOS arra for the BTB. On the SUS, one-way ail0VA with Scheffe's multiple

comparisons test (p<.05) was computes. Fur the BTB, 1973 Clatavere submitted

to a t -test anu 1976 uata unuerwent 2-way ai4ITA_ with number of years in the

program anu grace as factors.

Results: The finu.ings for the stuaents in graves 5,7 anu 8

(Tables 58-65) tended to show some inclination of higher mean scores for

groups with more years of bilingual. schooling, particularly in the case of

the Social Confiuence subtest (Table 64). However, the N's for the upper

graces were to enall (average cell size= 11) to make definitive statements.

The results for the young stuuents (g,raues 1 -4) perhaps proviueu more valid

finairgs in that the average cell size for a given grade anu number of years

of bilingual schooling was 52. At the Primary level of the instrument, there

were inuications within every sub.scale that attituues were uecreasingly favorable

with increasir.;-: years of bilingual schooling. The follo.ving were the results

by subscaie.

a) Self acceptance. Graue 3 hau monotonically uecreasing means

across years of bilingual schooling with those having only one year of bilin__ual

schooling scoring significantly more positively than stuuents with three or

four years of bilingual schooling (p<.05 ) (Table.- 58 ).

b) Social Ilattr ity. Graves 1 anu 4 hau monotonically uecreasinc; means
_ .

.

across years of bilingual schooling,
. and at graue 3 utuuents with only one

year of bilingual schooling scored more positively than those with three

years Qb<.05) (Table 59).

c) School affiliation. Graue 1 hau monotonically aecreasing means

across years of bilingual schooling, anu at graue 3, stuuents with only one

year of bilingual schooling scoreu more positively' then those with three

years (p<.05) (Table 60).
12
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Discussion anu Conclusion: There appears to be some sujaport
for the contention that years of bilingual schooling has a positive influence
on uevelopnent of math skills. Two out of three acuninstrations of the same
BTB subtest to different populations all favored the group in bilingual
schooling the longest. Even though the IIEP results aid not yield significant
differences in favor of. the B-3 group over the B-0 group, all the same the
B-3 group mean was higher (23.4 vs. 21.3--Table 24 ). The IIMP test perhaps was
not as closely liniteu to the school curriculum as the BT3 was anu probably has
not gone through as many revisions as the BTB either, since the IIEZ had just been
introclucea in 1976.

The reason by years of bilingual schooling prouuceu significant findings
for science anti social stuuies with the 1976 uata may reflect un the composition
of the B-3 and B-0 groups. Perhaps o fair number of stuuents in the B-0 group
hau been studying these subjects in other countries first, or at least in school
districts with different curricula. The gap appears greatest ir4 social stuuies,
comparing 3-3 anu 3-0 group results for social stuuies (fable 56) vs. those for
science (table 54) rind math (Table 52). It may be that social stuuies is the
subject area least tranferroble across cultures, particular y with reference to
those social stuai-es items on the BT3 test which were intenuea to be criteriun
referenced.

c. Lo Increeseu years in a bilingual prokwom foster positive attituues
toward self, school, and Curr.rrtinityi

Intruments: Self-Cbservation Scale (SuS), Levels 1 le 2;
BT3 Atttude subtest, Level I.

Subjects am Auministration: Cn the SUS, Level 1 :los given
to 782 lst-4th gravers in Fall 1974. level 2 was given to 87 5th, 7th, anu
8th &Toilers at the same time. one BTB sas given to 84. 2nd-4ih graders in
Fall 1973 anu to the 3-3 anu B-0 group 3ru. and 4th grauers in ;+inter

1 rl
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Lata Analysis; Leans and standard deviations by wade and by

years in bilingual schooling, and t-tests of the uifferences in means

according to years in the program were computeu. on 1973 3rd -grace data.,

For 1576 data, a 2-way factorial analysis of variance of the three BTB subtexts

by years in bilingual education and grade was computed.

Results:

a) Math. For 1973 data, 3rd graders in a bilingual program

for one year scores significantly higher (p<.05) in math on the BTB than

those 3rs graders just starting a bilingual program (Table 52). There

was no significant difference by years in bilingual schooling (2 vs. 1) for 4th

ige4ers,testeu. in Fall 1974 (Table 52). Regarding the 1976 uata on the

B-3 and B-0 groups, the B-3 group scored significantly higher (p<.001) than

the B-0 group (Tables 52 & 53). Also, the stuuents in 4th grace scores

significantly better than those in 3ru. grace (p< .001). un the

Ei,:aath subtest, the B-3 4th. graders uiu not score significantly better

than the B-C grauers (see Table 24 ).

b) Science. On the BTB Science subtest, there were no

significant uifferences between 1973 3ru grauers with 0 vs. 1 year of

bilingual schooling, nor for 3ru grauers in 1974 with 1 vs. 2 years of

schooling. H.owever, for the 1976 uata, the B-3 group stuuents_.
. _

outscored the B-0 group (1:4C .001 ). 81so, 4th grauers perforrneu significantly

better. than 3ru grauers (EX .001) (Tables 54 & 55).

c) Social Studies. with science, uifferences by years of

bilingual schooling for 1973 anu for 1974 3ru grauers on the BTB were non -

significant. as with Math and Science tests,1976 B-3 group 3ru ans 4th

grauers performeu better than the B-0 group stuuents in Social Stuuies .001 ).

y7 sv, 4th grauers performed better than 3ru grauers (p<.001 ) (see Tables 56 & 57 ).

14
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were available) increasea at each saministration, i.e., from Fall to inter

and from Winter to Spring (Table 51). At grace 1, performance was not

so regular. Whereas on the math items in English, the highest mean score

was achieved at the ena of the year, on the Spanish math items, the highest

score appeared in Winter. With respect to language, performance on the

English items also peaked in Winter. On the Spanish language items, there

was a steady mean decline from Fall to Spring (8.65-410.80-17P6.03) (Table 51).

Discussion and Conclusion: ;7e could concluue from the uownstate

Illinois Boehm results that length of time in a bilingual program has a

positive effect on conceptual development, both in Spanish and in English.

The I-A General Ability results provide some support for the Boehm finuings

and at more grade levels. The TOBE results inuicate an interesting phenomenon

--a possible backsliding or regression in Spanish performance. perhaps the

bilingual pruirams were stressing English more than Spanish. This finding

is consistent with that for Spanish reading (above), namely that Spanish

readini, scores were lower for the children who were in a bilingual program

lunger. The microethnographdc study presentee below provides some insights

into classroom dynamics that might help explain slippage in Spanish. kerhaps

the forces at play both in and out of class impose a set of rules for Language

use and development/maintenance in downstate Illinois, ana this set of rules

enaorses English primarily.

2) What effect does years of bilingual schooling have on achieve-

ment in the content subjects?

Instruments: The. BTB Math, Science, ana Social Stuaies

subtests, Level 1; the 11E2 Lath subtest, Level 1.

Subjects and Auministratiun: The BTB was given in Fell 1973

to 88 2nd-4th graders, to 19 3rd graaers in Fall 1974, ama to the B-3 ana

B-0 group 3rd and 4th graders in Winter 1976. The 11E2 Lath subtest was

also administered to the B-3 and B-0 groups in Winter-1978.

1,t
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for 2nu grauers taking the Spanish version of the Boehm in Fell 1973, and for

those taking the Spanish version and Part 1 of the English versiun in Spring

1974. For Fall 1973 results on the English version and Spring 1974 results

just on Part 2, those 2nd graders with no prior bilingual schooling had slightly

higher mean scores than those with one year, but the sample size for those with

one year was much smaller(n=6, 7 vs. nc40,42). All the above uifferences are

simply trenus in the data. 10 statistical tests of uifferences in means

were run.

With respect to the AliCOVA anelysis, after controlling for pretest

scores, the trend of increased performance with years in the program

was still significant for iart2 of the Spanish version (p<.05 ) (Tables 39,

40) and for Part 1 of the English version ()4.05) (Tables 41,42). Also)

grauev was significant (p4.05 ) for Part 2 of the Spanish version, meaning

that 2na graders scored better than 1st gravers, who in turn scorea better than

kindergarteners on this. subtest (Tables 39 & 40). However,the uifferences across

graueS weren't significant for Part Z of the Spanish version or fur the English

version (Tables 37 & 38, 41-44 ).

On the IA General Ability Test, at Level grade 1, there was an overall

trena of increasing means across subtests with increasing number of years

in bilimguul prOgrams (Tables 45-48). The Cr.entence Completion subtest,

Level 2, grade 3, and the Classification subtest, Level 3, grade 4, also

showed continually increasing means over an increasing number of years in the

program (Tables 45 & 46 )::Fpor. graues 2, 5, am 7, there were no continally

increasing trenus, but generally the pattern was one of increase, particularly

comparing 5th and 7th grace stuuents having one year of bilingual schooling

to those having three years (Tables 45-50).

On the TUBE test, the mean score at the kinaergarten level (where (luta
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of general abilitiesbasic language concepts (woru relationships, classi-

fications, analogies) and math concepts(computation, number series)?

Instruments: Boehm Spanish (Version A) and English (Version B),

Parti 1 & 2; I-A General Ability Tests, Levels 1-4; TOBE Tests of Language and

Math,- Level L, Spanish ana English versions.

Subjects: and Administration: The Boehm in Spanish was aaministerea

in Fall 1972 to 326 1st graders, anu the English version, Fart 1, to 118 1st

graders. In Winter 1973, the English version, Part 2, was aaministereu to

316 1st graders. Both the Spanish anu the English versions were auministerea

to 1st gravers in Spring 1973. In Fall 1973 and in Spring 1974, both versions

.
of the Boehm were again aaministered to over 300 stuuents grades sa 2. In

Fall 1974, the Spanish version was given to 20 1st gravers, ana the English

version to 146 1st graders. The General Abilities Test was given to about

800 students grades 1-5, and 7, in Full 1974. The TCSE. Tests were given to

about 600 stuuents in Fall 1972, Winter anu Spring 1973. The stuuents

received the odd-numberea items from the English version and the even-

numberea items from the SpaniSh version.

Data Analysis: Means and standard deviations were calculated

by leTel of teat, by grade, and by years of bilingual schooling fel-

this. Boehm and the General Ability Test. For the TO184 mean

scores were computea from Fall to Winter to Spring within and grave 1. For

the Boehm, ALCOVA of Spring 1974 scores by years in the program anu grade were

comlutea, using Fall 1973 scores as the covariate.

Results: (n the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts, generally those

stuuents in bilingual schooling longer performeu better. Both in Fall 1973

anu in Spring 1974, kindergarten anu Grade 1 stuuents in bilingual schooling

longer (1-2 years) aid better in all Spanish anu English subtests than those

students just starting bilingual schooling (Tables 33-36). This was also

true for 1st gravers taking the English version of the Boehm in Full 1974;

a
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to those of the B-0 group chiluren. We noted in Section 3.b.2, above, that

the B-0 group was composed of chiluren from families that mere more Spanish-

dominant, a portion of whom had arrived recently from Spanish-speaking countries.

This would certaLnly help explain the 3-0 students! strength in Spanish sideaking.

The finding that performance by grade level was not significantly uifferent

on the Speaking subtest, in either English or Spanizii, as it was on the Listening

and Writing subtests, might simply inuicate that speaking is not so much grade-

related as the other skills, particularly at the early graues anu with only

one grave uifference, i.e., 3rd vs. 4th.

General Conclusions for Research Question a: Given the limitations

inherent in the 1976 8 -3/3 -0 group comparison, we can still say that bilingual

schooling does appear to enhance fluency and literacy in English._ Bilingual

programs appear to help maintain Spanish listehing an writing skills, but in

the areas of speaking and reading may have lesser impact. This is probably

to be expected from students living in an English- dominant society. Children

just coming to bilingual schooling at graues 3 anu 4, a portion having has

prior Spanish-meuium schooling in Spanish-speaking contries, outperformed

Illinois bilingual schooling students in Spanish speaking anu to a certain

extent in Spanish reading as well.

b. Do students in a bilingual nrograM achieve at a rate commensurate

with their age,, ability, and grade level in all subject area's? We were

not equipped to answer this question directly, since there were no state

norms for most of the tests at the time, and in fact some of the tests

were only taken by bilingual chiluren (e.g., tests in Spanish). We were,

however, able to find answers for the question as to whether years in

bilingual schooling improved general ability anu achievement in the subject

areas.

1) What effect does years, of kilia02211, schooling have on development

18
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Sub:teats and ,Au.ministration: In Fall 1974, Level 4 of the STEP

was given to roughly 90 4th anu 5th gravers, and Level 3 to roughly 70 7th-9th

gravers. The ST15 was given to the B-3 and B-0 group 3rd and 4th gravers in

winter 1976.

_
Data Analysis: Means aroa standard deviations were calculated

for the STEP results by level of test, grade, aria years of bilingual

schooling for listening and writing. For the STLS subtests, 2-way OVA .

was computed for each subtest by years in program and by grave.

Results: For STEP, no trends emerged at any given grave level

(4-5, 7-9) regarding English listening or writing achievement as a function

of number of years in a bilingual program. rven at the fourth grade level,

where the most complete data were available (i.e., mean STEP data for

students with no prior bilingual education to those with four years), there

were still no noticeable patterns (see Table 26).

On the STLS English subtest, the 3-3 group outperformeu, the 3-0 roue un

Listening, Speaking, and ',7riting scores (p<.001). 4th gravers aid significantly

better than third graders in listening anu. writing (p<.001) but not in speaking

(Tables 22, 27 -29). On the Si.anish subtests, years in pr obram was not a

statistically significant factor for the Listening and ',7riting subtests,but

was for Speaking, with the 3-0 group performing slightly better than the

3-3 group <X01). AS with English, 4th graders did better than 3rd graders

in listening and writing (p<.01), but not in speaking (Tables 22, 30-32 )

Discussion and Conclusion: STET results didn't provide insights as

to whether the bilingual programs were enhancing English listening and writing.

The STLS results, however, did Su-ggest that bilingual programs reinforced both

English listening and writing, plus speaking as well. The Spanish STIS

results might suggest that the bilingual progTams were not doing much to

enhance Spanish speaking, but it is noteworthy that Spanish listening and

writing skills of children in bilingual schooling for three years were comparable

19
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placussion and-Conclusion: Since only one year separates

the 1974 groups in the analysis of English reading based on the I-is test,
it is not surprising that no significant difference by year is founa.

For the 1976 groups, the B-3 group clearly had the eage over the B-0

group in English reading, not just on the I-a Reaaing Test, but on the

STLS and IIEP tests as well. Lest we attribute all the advantage to years of

bilingual schooling, we must point out that a portion of the B-0 group

students began their reading in Spanish in Spanish-speaking countries ana

were just beginning to transfer those reading skills to the reaching of

English., B-3 stuuents haa, for the must part, startea learning to reach

in Spanish and in English concurrently (see Section 3.c, above).

performance in Spanish reaaing woula tend to support the notion that

the 3-0 students haa a firmer founuation in Spanish reauing, both with

respect to reaching vocabulary (the I-4; test results) ana in general (the

STLS test results). It may be that the Illinois State program is not

emphasizing Spanish reaching as much as Eng lidn. reaaing. It is interesting
that a difference in Spanish reauing by grade showed up in the B-0 group,

which contained more recent immigrants, but nut in the 3-3 group. The

suggestion here is that perhaps the bilingual program i.s not proaucing

noticeable gains in performance after gTache 3- -due to a deemphasis on
6

Spanish-reiiiiiiig With the new group, 3-0, however, the aifference

between 31u. and 4th graaers is perhep s more reflective of the normal

gains found among chiluren stuaying Spanish reaching in a Spanish-speaking

school and community.

2) ;Tnat is the effect of number of years in bilingual schuolinK

on listening, sr.eaking, anu writing 17..nglish. ana Spanish?

Instruments: STELI, Listening and ;,'citing subtests, Levels

3 &4; STS Listening, Speaking, and 'Writing subtests

20
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of years of prior bilingual eaucation (1 or 2) aidn't seem to affect performance

in English reading at either graue level, although no statistical tests were

run (see Tables 10, 12, & 14). For the 1976 groups, years in program was a

significant factor (p<.001) in Iltnglish reading on all subtests of the I -A

Reading Test (Tables 10-15), on the STIS (p-v.001) (Tables 22 & 23), ana on

the 11E? Reading Test (p<.05 ):(Table 24). With respect to grade, 4th grauers

did_ significantly better than 3rd graders on the I-A ana STLS reauing tests.

b) Spanish Reaciin . With respect to Spanish reaaing, the group

sizes fur those with no prior bilingual schooling vs. those with one year

(in 1974) were too small to make any statemnts at all (Table 16, 18, & 20).

For the 1976 groups, there were no significant differences on the level

of Comprehension and Speed of Comprehension subtests of the 1-41, but on

Vocabulary those without prior bilingual ;schooling (the.T3-0.grCtip. )-Perfcrm ea

better than the B.-3 group (p<.001.j(Tables 16-21 ). Likewise, those without

bilingual schooling scored higher on the STLS (p<.01,), at least at the

graue 4 level (Tables 22 & 25). On all three subtests of the test,

4th graaers scored better than the 3rd graders (p.c.01 J. With respect

to the vocabulary subtest, there was a significant interaction between

grade and years of bilingual schooling (p<.05'), meaning that -the- iMiaiict

of number of yeas of treatment was greater for 4th grauers than for 3rd

graders. It can also be seen that there was more of a aifference between

the weans for 3ra and 4th graders new to the prop= (64-puints) than for 3ro.

an 4th graders in the program for over three years (2+1Joints) (Table 20).

On the Spanish STLS, there was also a significant interaction between graue
_

and years of bilingual schooling (p.05)/, inciicating that"-there was a

greater mean difference in Spanish reauing between 3rd and 4th gravers

new to the program (2.3 points) than between those in the program for 3+years.

(Q.1) (Tables 22 & 25).
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the subjects involved, the times of auministratiun, anu the uata analysis

procedures employed to answer the questions under uiscussion. .,gain, it shoulu

be puinteu out that in uruer to answer the research questions as amply as

possible, data were urawn from as many sources within the uatabase as possible,

thus frequently going beyond the special 3ra-4th grace comparison of the B-3

ana B-0 groups set up for lungituuinal study. all groups of subjects are

clearly iaentifiea below.

a. Do students in a bilingual program over several years achieve

fluency and literacy in two languaes?

1) at is the effect of number of years in bilingual schooling

on English and Spanish reeving' achievement?

Instruments: English Reading--I-m, Reading, Level 2; STLS English

Reading; 11E2 Reading. Spanish Reading--I- Lecture, Level 2; STLS Spanish

Reauing.

2ubjects and Administration: The I-A Reauing tests were aaministerea

to 204 3ra and 4th graders in Fall 1974 ana to the B-3 um B-0 3rd ana 4th

graders in Winter 1976. The STLS ana IIM.reading teats were auministerea

only to the B-3 and B-0 group students in Winter 1976, and the IlEi only

to the 4th grauers among the B-3 anu B-0 students (see Table 9a).

Data Analysis The,inuepenuent_variables for theanalysis,

were number of years in bilingual schooling and grade of entry. The 1974

3ru anu 4th graders were in bilingual schooling for either 0, 1 or 2 years.

The 1976 group had had either no prior bilingual schooling or 3+ years. The

means ana stanaard deviations for graaes 3 and 4 in 1974 ana 1976 were cal-

culated. Two-way ANOVA was run on the 1976 Reading/Lectura ana STLS

data, with years in program and grades as factors. For 11E2 aorta, one-way

analysis of variance was computed.

Results:

a) English Reading. Regarding the 1974 groups, nuoiber
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In Section 3.b.2, above, it was aocumentea that there were basic

aifferences between background characteristics of the B-3 group (students

with 3t years of bilingual schooling as of Fall 1975) ana the 3-0 group
(students just entering bilingual programs at the 3rd or 4th-grade level

in Fall 1975), selectee for comparative analysis in 1975 -76. Of. course, these
eifferences have become part of the longituainal analysis itself. The

ongoing question becomes: If a group begins a bilingual program in, say,
grade 3 or 4 because they are recent arrivals from Spanish-speaking

countries or elsewhere ana have certain corresponding characteristics
e.g., more Spanish in the home, parents having somewhat lower-status

occupations, education, etc.--what will the effect of these eifferences
be on outcomes? (df particular interest is the continuing effect of these
differences. Thus, this analysis in many ways is no more than an interim

report, in that these students can continue to be comparea with those having

trevious bilingual schooling.

The aata analysis was sub-contlacted to the Illinois Institute of Technoloby's
Research Institute (IITRI) and IITRI repartee that because of time constraints
and budget limitations, certain statistical analyses that woula have further
validatea the statistical goceu.ure utilizea, were not carries out.
Such analysis woula have included checking for the parallelism of regression
lines between groups in analysis of covariance (AliC011;L) an the use of
multivariate analysis of variance procedures. Thus, no attempt was made to

analyze together related tests such as those of Spanish and English reading.

The use of multivariate analysis would indicate how much shareu variance there

is between presumably related tests.

5. Findings

This section proviues not only finuings regarding specific reasearch

questions posed above (Section 2), but also related information to make the

finuings more 'meaningfuli.e., a brief -cfeinriptfoi of the instrtents,
9 r)hs t.)
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analysis of groups of students at the same grade level who differ on

some characteristic, in this case on number of years of bilingual schooling.

Data from single school programs usually are not ample enough to allow such

analyses. In this instance, grade cohort analysis proaucea a compromise_

approach to the problem of no existing control group, allowing insteaa

the possibility of comparing across stuaents all within bilingual schooling

programs, but with uiffering amounts of exposure time.

The actual statistical techniques varieu accolding to the extent

of available data on the stuaents concerned. One of the first analyses

involves the computation of an intercorrelation matrix of test scores

for all available data between 1972 and 1976. This matrix helped iaentify

groups of inaividual students who hart taken two or more tests at uifferent

times over the four years under investigation. (This correlation matrix

appears in Ripley, 1976, p. 13.) Other techniques employea includes t tests,

oneway analysis of variance with and without the bcheffe multiple range

test, twoway analysis of variance, ara twoway analysis of covariance,

primarily using programs from the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(file at al., 1975). The Finaings section below, specifies which statistical

tests were used for which specific analyses.

,inalysis of variance, oneway ana twoway, were,useu for analysis. even.

when it could not be assumed that the groups were similar. Likewise,

analysis of covariance was used to aajust posttest score uifferences

accoruing to pretest score differences. Loro. (1967) and, subsequent researchers

have pointed out that if groups are not ranuom to begin with, strong evidence

is neeueu to determine that the selection was rand6iii"3ii effeat.,, It is

uifficult to say whether the downstate Illinois data met this assumption.

It was nevertheless assurneu that these preexisting groups were sufficiently

similar to warrant use of analysis of covariance. The S.PS5 2way 4,2;r0VA

program aid au just for unequal cell sizes.
9
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tape, uescribing attributes and academic achievement of 4,698 stuaents from

grades Z-l2 in 44 school districts in Illinois.downstate. The aata span

the four school years from 1972 through 1976.

It was not until this elaboratz matching proceuure had been completea

that we were able to iaentify just which 3ro. and 4th graaers had. has 3+

years of bilingual schooling as of Fall 1975. The aatabase identified.

the 200+ suci cases, from 15 school districts, am then we set out to

locate the students, as well as to administer supplemental tests to them.

These are the stuuents referred to as the 3-3 group in Section 3.b, above.

Returning to the general format of the database, the data were thus

set up on a personal student basis, with one identification number for

each student. The database, thenjhas two sections, one with constant

information such as school, district, birthyear, year entered. bilingual

program, grade entered bilingual program, birthplace of various family

members, etc. The other section consists of aata that are auueu to over the

years as &tuitional data on the students are obtaineu. Such aata incluue

achievement scores and background data of a changing nature over the

years, such as student's language ability- emu language use patterns.

d. Data ilnalysis

Data analysis prunectures posed a problem in this study as they have

in many educational evaluation programs, in that there was no carefully-

set up control group with random assignment of pupils to experimental

ma non-experimental conditions. It_las with this constraint on statistical

analysis and with the awareness of consequent limitations as to

generalizability of results that statistical analysis was carried out.

The "cross-sectional aggregate data" approach to analysis seemed

the most practical in that there was a large database with which to work.

This cross-sectional approach, also called "grace cohort" analysis when

working with school grades as in this instance, calls for comparative

t-
ti
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professional keypuncher before the aata were submitted for analysis to the

Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute (see Ripley, 1976).

0. The Formation of the Database

As of Fall 1975, there was an accumulation of data from stuuents in

bilingual programs downstate dating back to Fall 1971. Some data were on

tape, some on cards, some simply in the original exam booklets. liorst of

the aata were, in fact, out of state--in the hangs of a small ue,a analysis

outfit in North Carolina (IBEX). The rest of the uata were at the Bilingual

Service Center in Illinois.

purposely not prese..-ved over

they were), out of a concern

Unfortunately, stuaent iuentifichtiun

the

for

years when students were retestea

numbers

(if

confiuentiality. Although a concern for

we re

anonymity is legitimate, there could have been other means of preseving

anonymity without all but prohibiting longitudinal use of student recorus.

EVen in the face of the given reality, it was clear that if any statements

were going to be mane about the effects of bilingual programs over the

years, there was a need to merge the existing data into a comprehensive

aatabase. This database could then serve not only as a repository from whence

information could be availab:ce for evaluation and research, but also as a

source of data for decision-making and proposal writing.

The Illinois Institute of Technology's Research Institute ueveloped

routines for building such a database, using their DEC's PDF-11/45 (Riley,p

1976. (Interested parties wishing to obtain this software should consult

the Illinois Office of Education, Bilingual Section, Chicago, Illinois.)

IIT designed programs which built "logical recorus" for each student for

whom there were data. The staff "built" recorus in the sense that they

had to construct routines for searching through uata from aisparate testing

sessions and years for multiple matches. Such matches, then, woulu

inuioate that the recorus belungea, in fact, to the same stuuent. The

outcr.,me was a aatabase with over 273 variables from 70 uata files on a master

2C
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The first testing session included the auministration of the Bilingual

Test Battery and the Inter-American Reading Test. This session was divided

into two parts: the Science, Social Studies, anu Math subtexts of the BTB

were given at one sitting, and after a break, the Attituues subtest of the

BTB and the I-A Reauing Test were auministereci.

The second session included the administration of the Listening, Reading

and Writing parts of the Short Test of Linguistic Skills, in Spanish and in

English. The subtests were given in one language in the morning, anu in the

other language in the afternoon. As time allowed, the fourth graders

were administered the Speaking subtest in English or Spanish individually.

The third session included continuation of the inuiviaual administration

of the Speaking section of the STLS in Spanish anu English, and the administra-

tion of the I-A I-rueba de lecture. In aduition, the Illinois Inventory

of Educational Progress was given to the fourth graders, ie..) the Reauing

and Mathematics subtests.

with the approval of prog,7am administrators, teachers were asked to

release fray their classes for the testing sessions those stuuents designated

as subjects in the study. Each school pzuviued the test suministrators with

a roam for testing purposes.

All tests, except the Speaking subtest of the STLS, were group-

administereu. To auminister the Speaking subtest of the STLS, the children

were individually testea. A native speaker of Spanish gave the Spanish

subtest and a native English speaker auministereu the English subtest.

The test administrators were mainly Puerto Rican or Mexican bilinguals, although

some monolingual English speakers gave the English subtests

Subsequently, the tests were hand-scored by the _same staff assistants.

The results were °clued onto Fortran coding sheets from which they were

keypuncheu. keypunching and verification 9f cards were performed. by a

".0
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were aaministereu in Fall

1972, in Winter 1973, ana in Spring 1973. Altogether, 1,844 etuUentS took

the Language subtest and 1,413 took the Math subtest over the course of

that school year (V. le 9).

Levels 2-5 of the I -a General Ability Teat was administered to 1,900

students in Fall 1974, and Level 3 alone was administered to 64 children in

Spring 1975. Levels 3 and 4 of the I7A Habilidaa General, the Spanish

version of the same test, were auministered to 102 stuuents in Fail 1974.

The Bilingual Test Batter (BTB), Level 1, was administered to 783 children

altogether: to 3rd and 4th graders in Fall 1973, in Spring 1974, in Fall

1974, and again to the 8-3 and 8-0 groups in Winter 1976. Level 2 was given

to 77 5th and 6th graders in Fall 1975, while Level 3 was given to three

8th graaers in Spring 1974 and to 108 7th and 8th graaers in Fall 1974.

The Primary level of the Self-Ubservation Scale (SUS) was administered

in Fall 1974 to 1,643 children in grades 1-4. The intermediate Level was

administered to 751 chilaren in graaes 5, 7, and 8, at the same time.

Whereas the current researchers were unable to obtain an account of how tests were

actually administered before the beginning of this longitudinal study in Fail

1975, test administration procedures for the school year 1975-76 were carefully

documented. The tests were auministered by stafrassistants of the Illinois

Bilingual Evaluation.. Center (Lownstate), pzeviuusly trainee for this task. Two

people were sent to each of the 15 school aistricts in which testing took

place. Although most of the staff assistants were bilingual, each team_had

a native English sneaker anu a native Spanish speaker as an additional

precaution. The tests were administered in three sessions, with a two-week

span between each session. Thus, the tests were aaministereu within a six

week period from the middle of January to the end of February.

9Q
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Illinois evaluation went through a variety of phases with little, if any,

cohesive, continuing longituuinal overview. Thus, uata were collected in what

may seem like a disparate fashion. In reality, however, there were various

short-term plans for aata collection which were as much concernea with

issues of test uevelupment (such as test reliability) as with the actual

achievement of the youngsters tested. There was a reluctance to report'

achievement scores before the reliability and validity of the instruments were

established on Illinois bilingual students. La any event, the following

is a description of when the various measures were aiministerea. Table 9

provides a summary overview to that effect.

The English Reading Test, Level 2. (Forms CE and DE'), was auministerea

in Fall 1974 to 505 2nd and 3rd graders. Form DE of Level 2 was given to 326

3rd and 4th graders in Winter 1976. Three levels of the I7A Lectara (Levels

2-4, Farms CEs and DEs) were administered in Spring 1974 to 556 students,

Levels 3 and 4 in Fall 1974 to 485 students, and Level 2)Form CEs, in Winter

1976 to the B-3 and 3-0 group 3rd and 4th graders.

The Short Test of Linguistic Skills (STLS) was administered to the B-3

and B-0 group 3rd and 4th gravers daring Winter 1976. The Reading and Math

subtests from the Illinois Inventory of Educational progress (use) were

auministerea to B-3 and B-0 group 4th grauers in Winter 1976, as well.

The STEP tests of Listening and Writing were administerea to 170 4th

9th-graue stuuents in Fail 1974. Level 4 .vas auministereu to 4th and 5th

graaers, Level 3 to 7th, 8th, and 9th graders.

The Boehm test was aaministereu six times between Fall 1972 and Fall 1974,

both in Spanish and in English. varing that time, Part 1 of the Spanish

version, for example, was given to as many as 917 stuuents (Spring 1974)

ana to as few as 58 (Fall 1974) and to no one at all in Winter 1973

(see Table 9).
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the continuation of bilingual program funding.

The test has three levels: Level 1 covers grades 3 and 4, Level 2

covers grades 5 ana 6, ana Level 3 covers grades 7 and 8. Air each level,

the 80-item test is divided into four subtests: mathematics (20 items),

social stuuies (20 items), science (20 items), and attituues (20 iteea).

The special feature of this test is that the items are presented to the

chilaren in Spanish and English concurrently, on opposite sides of the page.

The children are encouraged to reaa the items in the language with which they

are more familiar. The test is group auministered and is not timed.

9) Self-Observation Scales (SUS)

The Self-observation Scales, aevelopea by the National Testing service,

Lurham, North Carolina, consist of a group-administerea instrument_at the

primary ana intermediate levels, with versions in English and. in Spanith.

The Primary level (intended for grades ii'r3) consists of 45 items. It measures

five aimensions of children's affective behavior: Self Acceptance, Social
5

liaturitY, School Affiliation, Achievement Motivation, dna Self Security.

The Intermediate level (intenaea for graces 4-6) consists of 60 items.

It measures the same five dimensions as on the Primary form ana suds three

more: Teacher .Affiliation, Social Confidence, ana Peer Affiliation.

The norms for the primary level were based on a sample of'9,030

atuaents in grades K-3, and the norms for the interiMeuiate level were

based on a sample of 7,580 chilaren in graves 4-6. Special attention WUS

pain to-the social, geographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the

participating schools. In all, 150 schools nationwiue participateu in the

norming of the test.

b. Test Administration

As mentioned in the introauction to this chapter on evaluation Of

bilingual schooling in moderate-to-small school aistricts, the downstate

30
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to proviae an estimate of the ability to ao academic work in general. The

verbal subtest measures the unuerstanding of written language ana the ability

to recognize relationships among concepts expresseu by worus. The non-verbal

subtest tests for a grasp tlf relationships among concepts represented by

pictorial stimuli. The mathematics subtest assesses the ability to think quanti-

tatively through exercises in arithmetic computation and reasoning.

The teat has six levels to it, each having an English and a Spanish

version. This study used levels 2-5, which are described below.

a) Level 2 is to be administered to 2ad-and 3rd -graae children.

The test consists of 100 items divided into 2 parts: a verbal-

numerical subtest .(60 items) and a nun-verbal subtest, which

consists of classification and analogies (40 items).

b) Level 3 is to be administered in graces 4-6. It is a timed

test which consists of 150 items. It has three subtests:

verbal (sentence completion (Ica word selection), nonverbal

(figures, analogies, figure classification), and numerical

(computation and number series).

c) Level 4 is for grades 7-9, and consists of 150 items with

the same format as Level 3.

d) Level 5 is for grades 10 through 13 (i.e., first year college).

It is timed, and comprises 150 items, with the same format as for

Levels 3 am 4.

8) The Bilingual Test Battery (BTB)

The Bilingual Test Battery (BTB) was ueveloped by the Department of

Research and Evaluation of the Chicago Board of Education. The BTB is

designed to assess both achievement in the content areas of math, science,

and social stuaies, and attituues toward self. Items wele constructea

on the basis of a review of both stanuardizeu and teacher -mace tests anu on

the basis of program objectives as listed in school aistricts' proposals for

3x
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administration to kindergarten and first-grade students. The test was

developea to identify and offer remedial help to children who do not have

the linguistic-conceptual level of comprehension expectea of them. The test

has two parts, each having its on booklet (numbered 1 and 2, respectively.).

There are both Spanish and English versions, forms isana B respectively.

The test consists of 50 sets of pictorial items which are organized in

order of difficulty. P= each item, the test aaminstrator describes a

depicted concept to the children ana then instructs the children to mark

the picture which corresponds to
_the_concept. -The test can be administered

on a group basis and is not timed.

6) The Test of Basic EXceriences (TOE)

The Language and Mathematics subtests from a battery of tests of

basic experience published by McGraw-Hill, were selected for aarninistratiun

to bilingual students in downstate Illinois._ Acconaing to the authors, this

test battery is uesignea accoruing to the premise that experiences and

associated learning opportunities vary considerably among children. The

test is basea on the theory that for a pupil to progress in school, he must

master certain concepts and skills which are often acquired before his

exposure to formal education. The Level I. form, for kinaergarten and

graae 1, was selected for this study. There are both English and Spanish

versions of the test. The publishers report an-average Eluaer-Richaruson

20 reliability coefficient of .82 and assure content validity.

7) The Inter-American Tests of General Ability CI-A General Ability

Habilidad General)

The Tests of General Ability (Guidance Testing associates, 1987a, 1967b, 1973)

and its Spanial version Prueba de Habilidad General, were aeveloped under

the direction of the late !Dr. Herschel T. Lemuel and published by Guidance

Testing Associates,-Austin, Texas. According to the publishers, these tests

are not intenaea to measure general intelligence, but are intenueu rather
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3) The Illinois Inventory of Educational Progress (II!2J

The Illinois Inventory of Educational .Progress(IIE2) was aevelopea by

the Assessment and Evaluation Planning Section of the Illinois Office of

Education to provide the State with a comprehensive inventory of the stqte.a._

educational progress in selected subject areas, at three Ivey points in the

students. public schooling.. The inventory is primarily concerned with

the assessment of "survival skills" in reading, mathematics, etc. Aacoruing

to the developers, "the IIEP provides for a systematic, continuous, census-like

survey of knowledge, skills, and understanding establishea by stuuents in

three age groups (9, 13, and 17 years of age) and three grace levels

(4, 8, and 11)" (Illinois Office of Education, 1976). The inventory covers

six different subject areas: Reading, Mathematics, Science, Social

Studies, Writing, Career and Occupational Levelopment, as well as sane selected

dimensions of the affective and psychomotor aomain. This present stuay

used only the Reading and Mathematics subtests.

4) Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (STEil.

The Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (STEP) Series II is publishea by

the EUucational Testing Service. It consists of a battery of achievement

tests designea to measure students' progress in academic areas. The STEP

Listening and Writing Tests were selected for this study. accoraing to the

publishers, the tests are supposed to assess strength of performance, rather

than speed, although they are timed. The publishers indicate the tests were

standardized on a representative population within the Unites States, and

norms are provided. Levels 2-4 of the test have been used in downstate

Illinois, with Level 4 corresponding to grades 4-6, Level 3 to graaes 7-9,

and Level 2 to grades 10-12.

5) Boehm Test of Basic Concepts (Boehm)

This test, published by the Psychological Corporation, is designed to

assess the child's knowledge of basic concepts. It is intenaed for

r)
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For the Spanish version of the test, the first criterion was satisfied but

not the second Outi, if we can assume that all the children were native speakers

of Spanish and that English predominated in the community. For the English

tests, the second condition was satisfied but not the first. Due to this

discrepancy, the children in the bilingual programs were given both Spanish

and English versions of the test own level lower than the level corresponding

to the grade that they were attending.

2) The snort Test of Linguistic Skills (STLS)

The Short Test of linguistic Skills (STLS) was developed by the Depart-

ment of Research and Evaluation of the Chicago Boars of Daucation to

measure language acminanae in children whose native language is not

English. According to the authors, the test attempts to be "culture fair"

in its content selection ana considers the child's first language asa point

of reference in isolating problems that the student might have with English

(Chicago Board ofMaucation, 1976). The test is available in 11 parallel

forms, including English, Arabic, Chinese, Greek, Italian, Japanese, 1%.oreem,

Phillpinor Polish, Spanish, ana Vietnamese. The English and Spanish, forms

were used in this study.

The test is intended for administration to children in graces 3 through

8. It has four subtests: Listening, Reauing, ana Speaking.

Each subtest has 20 items divideu into four partb. Within each ;art,

the items are ordered accoraing to difficulty. The listening, reauing, ana

writing subtests are group-administered, andiheiPeiiiii7Siabtest is aaMiniatered

inuividually. The test was normed on 252 third grauers and 248 fourth graders

in Fall 1976 and norms are available upon request. alder -Richaruson 20

reliability coefficients ranged from a low of .83 (Spanish Reauirg, 3rd grauers)

to a high of :97-(English Speaking, 4th graders) (Table 8).
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developed unaer the direction of the late Jr. Herschel T. :.lanual and

are published by Guidance Testing Associates (1967a, 1967b, 1973). According

to the author, these tests not only measure reaaing but form a basis

"for estimating ability to do school work in other areas in which the

ability-to read is related" to achievement" (Havassy, 1972). The tests were

aeveloped by educators from Puerto Rico, liexico, and Texas.

The publishers report that "the language of the tests was chosen to avoid local

idioms, and instead to use 'standard' language that coula be understood

generally" (Guidance Testing Associates, 1967a). It is also reported that

the English and Spanish versions of the test were checked for similarity

of difficulty at all levels, grades Z-12. Levels 2-4 of the Spanish

version (Forms CEs and DEs) and of the English version (Forms CB and LE),,

were used in this study.

Level 2 has three subtests: Level of Comprehension. (40 items),

Speed of dOmprehension (30 items), ana Vocabulary (40 items). At this

level, the child chooses a picture which is suggested by a printed word,

a phrase, a sentence, or a paragraph. Levels 3 anu 4 have the same subtest

format as Level 2, but substitute written for pictorial stimuli. The tests

are timed and group administered. Reliability coefficients (Huder-Richarason

20) were calculated for both the English and Spanish versions Level 2, using

groups of downstate Illinois third and fourth gravers (Fall 1976) respectively.

In all cases, Total-test reliability was .95 or higher. Complete reliability

data appear in Table 8.

There were problems in deciding specifically which levels of the test

to administer to the bilingual children in the study. The grade-level

designations are based on two criteria: 1) that the children shoula be

native speakers of the language of the test, and 2) that the language of

the test shoula be used actively in the environment in which the child lives.
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4
and 19% reportedly spoke English more than Spanish.

Looking at the teachers' appraisals of their own language proficiency,

87% of the teachers rated their spoken Spanish ability as either "good" or

"native," while 65% of the teachers rates their spoken English ability as

"native." In contrast, only 50 of the teacher aides were rated by

teachers as having native command of Spanish and 56% as having native

command of English. Thus, the teachers appear tu have been Spanish -

dominant on the whole, while aides were characterized by dominance in both

directions. This finding regarding language adminance is in contrast to

that of teachers anti aides in other bilingual programs in Chicago and in the

rest of the country especially in the Southwest (see Cohen, 1975, Ch. 6, for
N

an example). In parts of the Southwest, for example, parents were upwt,

at least at the outset of the bilingual programs, that most, if not all of

the Spanish-language instruction seemed to be provided exclusively by teacher

aiaes, who were not consiaerea as qualifiea as the teachers. Illinois

is to be acknowledged for having recruited teachers with strong Spanish

skills to teach in bilingual programs.

4. Method

a. Instrumentation

Between Fall 1972 and Spring 1976, a series of instruments, including

tests of language dominance, reading, achievement in the content subjects,

and attitudes were given to children attending bilingual programs in downstate

Illinois. The following is a aescriptioc of these tests, with

inaication as to the level or form of the test used in this stuuy anti the

grace level(s) to which it corresponas.

1) The Later-American English and Spanish Ileauini, Tests (1-A iieaaing

& Lecture)

The Test of Reauing anti its Spanish equivalent 1,rueba tie Lecture. were
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The teachers had taught in their district's bilingual program for four

years, on the average.

The teachers indicated differences in the models of bilingual schooling

that they emPloyedin -tbuei classrooms. The most communly-used mouei

waS the half-day bilingual program, where children attenumd the bilingual

program for half a day and the regular program for the other half. 39% of

the teachers were involved in this approach. The second must common program

was that of tutorial pull-out. In this program the child atten2eu the

bilingual classroom for only an hour or so each aay. Sometimes he receivea

an English-as-a-second-language or a culture lesson with emphasis on the

culture of his ethnic group) during that time. 37% of the teachers inuicated

that they used this model. Other moaels reported were the team-teaching

model (founu in 13% of the classrooms), where the class hau one bilingual

and one regular teacher who taught together all the time, and the self-contained

bilingual classrom (implemented by 11% of the classrooms), where the chila

spent all the time in a bilingual classroom with a bilingual teacher. Twenty -

four teachers (75% of those responding) reportea that they has a teacher

aiue in their classro6ms as well, thus bringing the average student-staff

ratio to 11 children per adult.

Three-quarters of the teachers reporteu that chilaren who hau been in the

bilingual program since its inception receives beginning instruction is

English ana Spanish reading concurrently.

Regarding language use in the classroom, twenty-five teachers (78%)

specified that they used Spanish in their classroom primarily for the

following purposes: Spanish language arts instruction, as a medium of

instruction for all subjects, ana for general classroom interaction.

They reported speaking Spanish approximately 30% of the time on the average.

With respect to stuuert language use patterns at school, they reportea

that on the average 52% of their stuuents spoke English and Spanish

about half the time, 29% reportedly spoke bpaniSh more than .3tglish.;
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English to their parents than were B-0 group children. In both cases, chip red

used considerably more Spanish with parents than English (Table 7). B-3

group students were reported using mostly English amo% themselves (75% just English),

While B-0 group students were .reported using mostly Spanish (51p just Spanish_vs.__

31% just English). B-0 group families tenuea to be in more Anglo communities

where the language of the neighborhood. was English.

Thus, the comparative picture is one of more establishea Spanish-speaking

families (the B-3 group) vs. more recent immigrant families (the B-O group),

with the former having stronger English language skills, better eaucational'

backgrounus, anu somewhat better jobs. Rather than avoiaing comparison of

5-3 and 3-0 group students' performance at school because of these baseline

differences, we felt that ccraparisons should still be matie, but paying

careful attention to such initial differences as the longitudinal study

progresses. The basic issue might actually concern the extent of the ueficit

that the more recent immigrants really have at the outset, given such backgrouna

differences as those enumerated above. Just as bilingual schooling itself is not

a static process, but rather an ever-changing one given the aavances in the

field., so student characteristics as well as parental characteristics ao not

remain static. These characteristics change with the assimilation anu

acculturation processes., Thus,- the aeci.sion hers was-to consiuer these-

initial uifferences as important intervening variables to be watched. closely

over time anu to be considered. seriously when interpreting any comparative

results between the 3-3 and B-0 voup chiluren.

c. Description of Bilingual Schooling Treatments

During 71inter 1976, questionnaires were distributea to the teachers who

taught the B-3 and B-0 group children includea in tile 1ongiikinal ettidy-

(see ,ippenuix C). The teachers sampled representeu fifteen schoul aistricts

which had implementeu bilingual education on or before September 1972. Thirty-

two teachers returned the questionnaires out of a population of 75, hence 43%.
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born in the U.S. (10%) (see Table 7).

With respect to education and occupation, the 3-3 fathers tended. to

have completed. more higher education and tended to have slightly better jobs

than 3-0 group parents. There was also some indication that B-3 mothers

had better jobs than B-0 mothers (Table 7). There was greater reported

illiteracy among mothers in reading of Spanish in the 3-0 group than in the

B-3 group, while the groups had similar limitations in reaoing English.

The B-3 group parents reported speaking English better than the B-0 group,

and the B-3 fathers reported better English reau.ing skills, commensurate

with their higher education, better jobs, and longer resioence in the

U.S. (Table 7). Student differences in reported Spanish reading skill slightly

favored the )}}-0 group. Whereas 35% of the 5-0 group were rated "good.", only

28% of the B-3 group were so ratea. In Engglish reaaing, however, the B-3 group

excelled dramatically (741) of B-3 group reported good. or native vs. 35%

of 3-0 group reported good or native). In English speaking, the 3-0 group

were reportea to have as many as 47% in the "little or none" categories,

while the B-3 group had only 8% so rated.

Language use patterns also showed differences between the B-3 and.

3-0 groups, more so for_ fathers am for stuaents than for mothers.

Nothers' home language use indicated somewhat more English in the B-3 group

than in the 3-0 group (19% vs. 8%). Feathers of B-3 group students

generally reported using more English or both English ana Spanish at

home, outsiae the hone, and in reaaing sncilistening to the radio than

did B-0 fathers. 5-3 students themselves were also reportea using more English

than B-0 students at home, for reauing, watching T.V, ana liatening to the

radio (Table 7 ).

3-3 group parents reported using more Englith with their children

than B-0 group parents. Likewise, B-3 children were reportea speaking more
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Thug, in summary, the majority of the parents were of Latin American

heritage, half being recent resiuents of Illinois. Their euucational

backgrounus were limited primarily to tho elementary level, their families were

large, the men worked mainly as manual: laborers, ana the women were

housewives. The parents were generally more proficient in Spanish than in

English and used Spanish more frequently. Their children were either balanced

bilinguals or aominaz_t_ An English and were reported, to use English more than

Spanish.

Z) The 3-3 Groui, vs.-the 3-0 Group

It is important to indicate the major differences between the B-3 group

(the group with 3+years of bilingual schooling at the start of the 1975-76

school year ) and the 3-0 group (the group just beginning bilingual schooling

at the 3ra and 4th - grade levels at that time). The very fact that the B-0 group

were starting bilingual programs in grauel 3 or 4 is an imitation that these

pupils included recent arrivals to those school districts, very possibly

as immigrants from Mexico, Puerto Rico, or Cuba. In that this is a continuing

longitudinal study, it will be possible to see which initial differences

between the B-3 an 3-0 groups with respect to background characteristics

disappear over time anti which persist.

it turns out in this case, there-were-basic aiferences-irrbaseline

comparative data relating to the following areas: birthplace of the parents

anti chiluren, parents' occupation, mother' s schooling, parents' and children's

language skills and language use patterns. (Complete comparative nate may be

found in appendix B to Ripley (1976)).

With respect to birthplace, 51% of the 3-3 group were born in the U.S.

and 30% in latin America, whereas only 18% of the 3-0 group were born in the

U.S. and 63% in Latin ihmerica. Nhereas fewer 3-3 group parents were born

in the U -S. than their children (30%),fewer still 3-0 group parents were
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with their reported language ability. iarents tendea to use Spanish exclusively

at home (76% of mothers, 63; of fathers). They tended, to react in SpaniSh

(57% of mothers in Spanish alone, 11% in both, 21% in English only; 45%

of fathers.in Spanish. 13% in both,-24% in English) and listen to Spanish

radio programs (58 of mothers, 46% of fathers). With respect to TV., fathers

watched more English programs (38% English only, 21% in both, 28% in Spanish

only). Most parents also reportea using just Spanish when speaking with

each other. 17hen speaking ta their children, the parents reported slightly

more English use (68% used just Englith, 15% used'both, and 15% just Engliti).

The children were reported speaking Spanish back to their parents,but not

as frequently (58% just Spanish, 14% both, and 23% English only). In

contrast to language directed at parents, a full 57% of the children were

reported to speak only English among themselves, with 175'using both, and

only 23% using Spanish exclusively. In fact, the children in general

were reported to use more English than Spanish at home altogether

(49% English only vs. 31% Spanish only). More children read only in

English (61% English, 16% both, 13% Spanish'), more listened to raaio in

English (69% English, 12% both, 13% Spanish), and watched T.V. in English

169% only English, 12% both, 13% Spanish only). (With regard to T.V., it

is fair to say that the selection of programs was far greater in English, which

would help explain both parental and children T.V. language use patterns.)

Outside the home, the mothers continuea to use primarily Spanish

(63% Spanish only, 7% both, 22% English only). Almost as many fathers, on

the other hand, reportea using. only English as reported using only Spanish

(35% just English vs. 40% just Spanish). FAlch would be a result of the

types of jobs they had found--i.e., in which English was required. Only

10% of the fathers who responded to-the qUiittion reported'UdiniV6th--

English and Spanish outside the hame.
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There was an average of 5 chiluren per family and it would seem that

many of these Wailuren were actually participating in bilingual eaucation

programs. When asked how many children were currently attending_or_had

attended bilingual programs. 26% of the parents said "two," 18% said "three,"

11% said "four," and so on. The neighborhoods that they moved into were

largely Anglo (53%j and 81% of the neighborhood spoke either English only or

English as well as Spaniah.

Fathers anu mothers had similar educational backgrounas, with the bulk

of each group having only an elementary school eaucation (Table 6). With

respect to occupation, the fathers were predominantly manual laborers ana

the mothers mostly housewives (Table 6).

Regaruing oral language skills, 85% of the mothers and 80% of the

fathers reported having Spanish skills that were frum adequate to native-like,

whereas only 34 of the mothers ana 37% of the fathers reported English-speaking

skills that were from adequate to native-like. With respect to literacy,

62% of the mothers ana 60% of the fathers reportea Spanish reading skills

as from auequate to native-like, while only half as many of the parents (29%

of mothers and 31% of fathers) reported_ adequate to native-like reauing skills

in English. In fact, 475 of the mothers and 30% of the fathers reported no

English reaaing ability at all.

While the parents appeared to be Spanish - dominant, they reported their-
,

children.as being strong in English, perhaps even,English-dominant. For example,

72% of the children were reported by thelr parents to have from adequate to native-

like English speaking skills, compared to 58% reportea to have native-like Spanish

speaking skills. Furthermore, two-thirds of the children (66%) were sada to have

from adequate to native-like English reading skills, whereas' only half (49%) were

reported to have from adequate to native-like Spanish reauing skills.

The reportea language use patterns of parents and children were consistent

4 2
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students who were just beginning bilingual schooling. Hence, a second group. of

third graders (N=66) and fourth graders (N=2.49) just beginning bilingual

schooling was selected for comparative purposes (referred to as the B-0

group). Thus, in essence, the 3-3 group formed a group for continuing

longitudinal study and the B-0 group initially a comparison group, but with

the intention of the B-0 group's also becoming a group to be followed longi-

tudinally from their point of entry into bilingual programs. Since most,

if not all bilingual students were receiving some bilingual schooling

during the 1975-76 year, it was not possible to find a genuine control

group. The compromise approach was to use as a comparison group, students

who were just beginning bilingual schooling, hence the selection of the B-0

group.

As stated above, the parents of these 333 children were mailea a bilingual

questionnaire to fill. out in Winter 1976. 111 of the sets of parents of the

B-3 group stuaents responued (51%) am 71 sets of parents of the B-0 group

respondea (620).

Spanish -Tnglish bilingual pupils were selectea for intensive stuay because

they comprised the overwhelming majority of bilingual students.downstate.

First, we will provide some demographic characteristics for the B-3 and

B-0 group students and their families combined. Then, we will focus on

differences between the B-3 and B-0 students.

1) General Description

The majority of the parents were born in Latin America, i.e., Mexico,

Puerto Rico, ana Cuba. (63% vs. 20% in the U.S.). Fewer of their children
2

were born in Latin America (46% vs. 35% in the U.S. ). The families had

resided primarily in Illinois during their years in the U.S. _While 18% of tlla

parents were actually born in Illinois, 3330 had lived there for from 7 to

25 years. The remaining 47% has lived in Illinois for from one to 6 years.

Migrants to Illinois came preaominantly from. Texas or from Mexico.

4
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used both languages. Men speaking to their friends, English apparently

predominated to an even greater extent. 46% were reported to use English.

23% reported using their home language, and 31% using both English and

iheir home language.

The 1974-75 questionnaire also requested the language listened to on

radio and television and that used for reading the paper, magazines, and

books. The primary language reportedly uses by stuuents in these meaia

was English, Table 4 presents the percentages of stuuents using either

English, the home language, or both, for media.

The oistribution of students tested by grade were also obtained for four

years of bilingual schooling, 1972-1976. The number of students in each

grace are given in Table 5. These figures are compiles only for stuoents

in the database who has valid responses. It is important to continually

make this point clear because unfortunately a considerable number of oases had

to be u.iscarded for lack of valid data entries (usually due to poor key

punching and verifying) or dne to an inability to identify the stuoents at

all.
b. ....amnle fox- 7-ciniitudanal Study

The pupils selected for longitudinal stuay attenu.eci bilingual euudation

programs in 15 different school districts in Illinois. The aatabase provided

us with a group of Spanish-speaking third graders (11=109) and fourth graders

(I109) who were identified as having been in a bilingual program for at least

three years as of Fall 1975 (referred to as the B-3 group). The

rationale for choosing only these grade levels was to obtain

a sample of children whose only schooling experience had been through

bilingual eaucation in downstate Illinois.

It was not possible to find a genuine control group since must, if not

all bilingual students were receiving some bilingual schooling during the

1975-76 year. The compromise approach was to use as a comparison group,
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the grades, but that new students still appear as late as grade 12 (li324)

(see Table 2).

approximately 30% of the students in the database had entered a bilingual

program in 1972-73, 21% in 1973-74, and 48% in 1974-75. The year in which the

students were born ranged from 1956 to 1969, but the majority were born after

1965 (Table 3). There is an equal representation of males and females

(50.5% vs. 49.5%) in the database. However, 19% of the records did not

contain this item of information.

The single most common birthplace of the parents was Mexico: 45% of the.

fathers and 44% of the mothers were born there. The next most predominant

birthplaces of parents were either the U.S. Soutwest (18% of the fathers and

19% of the mothers) or other regions of the United States (17% of the fathers

and 18% of the mothers). Other birthplaces represented were Central America,

Cuba, Puerto Rico, South America, China, Japan, Greece, Italy, and other

European countries. Most of the students (56%) were born in the U.S. or had

lived in the U.S. over 10 years (3%). Of the remaining 41%r 9% had lived in

the U.S. for from 6 to 10 years, 13% for between 3 and 5 years, and 20% for one

to 2 years. Unfortunately as many as 30 of the cases in the database did

not contain this data, for whatever reasons.

Over two-thirds (70%)ofiisiudenti in the database

as the principle home language. Twenty-seven percent also indicated English

as a language used at home. Chinese and Greek were also indicated as home

languages. Sixty-two percent of the valid records indicated that the

stuaents used their principle home language when speaking to their father,

while 17% used English and 21% used both. Similar figures were found for

the language stuuents repeatedly uses when speaking to their mothers: 67%

used their principle home language, 15% uses English, and 17% used both.

When the students spoke to their brothers and sisters, on the other hand,

only 37% used their home language, while 36% uses English and 27% reporteuly



who were in bilingual programs during the 1974-75 school year (see Appendix A).

The second questionnaire was sent in Winter 1976 to parents of those 333

ard and 4th graders testes during the 1975-76 school year (i et, 218 stuaents

from the B-3 group and 115 stuaents from the 13-t) group) (see .appendix 3)

Other information was obtained directly from the students' computerized

records that accompanied test scores (i.e., information that would usually

be filled out on the front of a test jacket). Such information incluaea school

district, graae of entry and'year of entry into a bilingual pcograzn, birth

date, ana sex. All of these data were entered. into the aatabase.

a. The General Characteristics of the Database for Illinois Downstate

Bilingual Schooling_

The following is a general aescription of the aatabase, containing

downstate Illinois data up through. Fall 1975,including 1974-75 questionnaire

data. ;4uestionnaire data from.1975-76.aradiscusseci in Section 3.b, below.

Note that the overall database contains more than just Spanish-English

bilingual program students, although this group forms the majority.

mere are 44 school districts represented. the

4,579 students. Of thee, 44 school districts, the ElginiJoliet-and. ',7aukegan

school districts have the most. representation,.with 407,. 549 and.. 550 stuaents,

respectively. Total numbers of students by district and their relative

frequencies compared to the total population are found in Table 1. These

numbers reflect the students in the database who entered. a bilingual program

in their respective district sometime between 1972 and 1975 for whom. data

exist in the database.

Most of the students in the aatabase (48%) entered a bilingual program

while they were in kindergarten or first grace. Table 2 presents the

distribution of stuaents according to the graces that they were in upon

entering a bilingual progren2. We can see that numbers aecrease up through
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cross- section of students.

d. Row does the sociolinguistic environment at home effect language

..performance at school? Specifically,

3.) How does exposure to media,; radio and television, in Spanish

and English influence language performance?

2) Row does student's choice of language in speaking to mother,

father, and siblings relate to language at schooll

This is just one set of research questions attempting to relate background

characteristics to performance outcomes. The database actually offers an

opportunity to relate many other background variables to performance outcomes.

The present analysis was selected because it relates sociolinguistic environment

variables to performance outcomes in a rigorous way. Fishman. (1977) notes

the lack of research efforts to determine the direct influence of community

and parental factors on achievement in bilingual programs. Fishman points

out how previous studies, such as Cohen (1975), have employed community

variables, but not as independent variables or as predictors of achiament

outcomes.

3. Database Population

The population of students entering into this eavluation consist of two

basic groups. The first is a cross-section of students grade Z.-9 for whom

at least one piece of data was collected at any point' between Fall 1972 and Spring

1975. The second group is a special group of 218 3rd and 4th graders who were

identified. as having been in a bilingual program for at least three years

as of Fall 1975 and for whom longitudinal data already existed (group 3-3,

n=218) or as having just entered a bilingual program, at the 3rd or 4th grace level

in Fall 1975 (B-0 group, nr..115).

/Jost of the information available on the population under study came from

two questionnaires. One was adminstered to about 3,000 parents of students

in grades K-3 and to the students themselves in grades 4 and abcvw ,
1 t



1) What is the effect of number of years in bilingual schoolihg

on English and Spanish reading achievement'

2) That is the effect of number of years in bilingual schooling

_

on listening, speating, ana writing English anu Spanish?

questions of language proficiency concern legislators, teachers, anu euucational

aaministrators. More specifically, it is the hope of educators in Illinois

that bilingual programs will strengthenboth languages, especially English.

Whereas legislators in Illinois put emphaSis on rapid and successful transition

to English, they are also concerned about the effect of such programs on the

maintenance of fluency and literacy in the students' home language.

's Do students in a bilingual, program achieve at a rate commensurate

with their Amiability, and graue level in all subject areas? Unfortunately,

this question cannot be answered directly with Illinois downstate data since

there are no state norms for most tests (especially tests in Spanish) and

many tests were not taken statewide. However, we can ask the question as

to whether years of bilingual schooling is associated with increases in general

'ability and in academic'achievement. Specifically,

1) That effect does years of bilingual schooling have on the development

of general abilities- -basic language concepts (wora relationships,

classifications, analogies) and miihiliatidarconcepts (computation

and number seriesYr

2) That effect_aoes years of bilingual schooling have on achievement

in the content subjects (i.e., math, science, and social studies)?

m. Do increased years in a bilingual programfOstar positive attitudes

toward self, school, and community? A. basic tenet of bilingual schooling is

that a bilingual pupil's use of his mother tongue, particularly in a program

that enhances his ethnic backgrounu, will concurrently instill within him

or reinforce positive attitudes toweru self, school, ana community. This

study providea an opportunity to ask this question of a rather substantial
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4.

the outcomes) are not included in the database and will not, consequently, be treated

in this chapter, with the exception of the teachers' despriptions of their classrooms

(3.c, below). IFindings from process evaluations are included as part of the

specifically process-oriented study reporteu on in Chapter__, "Assessing the

Process of Bilingual Schooling" (Garcelon & Seelye)).

Assesement in this section focuses primarily on the effect of bilingual

schooling ana home environment on student outcomes (the prouuct). Lc) attempt

is maue to evaluate the curriculum or the methods of instruction. An effort

was made to re-utilize in the ongoing evaluation the best of the former

assessment measures,aaaing new measures intendeu to enchance insights as to

outcomes from bilingual schooling--such as a new Illinois State test of survival

skills in reading and math (the Illinois Inventory of Educational Progress) and

a Chicago-developed short test of bilingual speaking, listening, reaaing and

writing skills (the Short Test of Linguistic Skills).

In brief, then, the aims of this study were:

- to locate and describe aisparate aata from former years.

- to ads to the best of these data new data of value.

. _

- to isolate a usable sample for continuing research.

- to make product statements, however qualifies, about the effects of_'

bilingual schooling on language ability, achievement, and Self-doncept;

Generally, we attempted to evaluate with the intent of improving, not

defending, ongoing programs in bilingual euucation in aownstate Illinois.

2. _Research questions

The following are a series of specific research questions intendeu

to give the presentation of findings a clearer, more' precise focus. These

questions are meant to reflect questions askea about bilingual schooling

by a variety of different interest groups.

a. Do students ina bilingual program over several years achieve

fluency and literacy in two languages? In particular, 40



3.

programs, but in the case of retrospective aata, limitations on the data

restricted the range of questions for which answers could be obtainea.

It is unfortunately rather common for program evaluation to be a "pick-up-the-

pieces" effort, taking place after the program is well into the implementa-

tion phase. This situation is sometimes (as in illindia).piivoksaby the

inconclusive efforts of early evaluators. This means that whereas the later

evaluators srmy prefer to evaluate a programhaving:clearly-aifie4gx 4hgiactex-
..

istica, thus making the results of evaluation more easily interpretable, such

is often impossible -- unless the new evaluators intervene and change the very

nature of the program on a DO St hoc basis.

When working at the cross-district level, as in downstate Illinois

(15 selected districts), rather than at the level of one school aisttibt or

even one individual school (unit) within that districts. there is the further

reality that "the" bilingual treatment is an assortment of treatments,

sometimes changing in nature several times curing the school year. Part of

the task at hand, then, was to' attain consensus as to the principle

characteristics of downstate Illinois bilingual programs.

In part bedause of limitations on existing data and in part out of

a desire to continue the research effort longituainally, new uata were

collected during the 1975-76 school year; both frcm'subjects alreaay having

records in the database and from new subjects. By Spring 1976, the aatabase

provided opportunities to assess language ability, achievement, self-concept,

and the relation between home language use ana stuaent language performance

at school.

The retrospective aata were generally concerned with the "proauct"

(outcomes of bilingual schooling), generally either on a "summative" basis

(i.e., at the end of the years) or, occasionally, on a "formative" basis

(i.e., at several intervals over the course of the yeers: e.g., Fall, Winter,

Sexing). I.Jata from "process" evaluation (assessment of the means of achieving
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This evaluation was intended as one of improvement-oriented evaluation

(i.e., results were intenaid t-olia-prove -thse7pr o gr ern ). Hence, if any results

reflected negatively on aims of the programs, these ivould still be reported,

rather than attempting to defend the program at all costs. This approach

differs from that of many bilingual evaluations in that there has been a

relative absence of negative findings regarding individual bilingual programs

in the program evaluation literature (in the -ERIC System or even on file- -

at the U. S. Office of Bilingual Education). Such findings have simply not

been reported or have been reported in an uneven, sometimes unintelligible

way (e.g., differing formats for statistical aata, goals not stated in

achievable terms, minimal information on the nature: of classroom activities

(Office of the Comptroller General, 1976)).

The first step in the present Illinois downstate evaluation was to locate

and describe all existing bilingual evaluation data from Fall 1971 through

Spring 1975. As it turned out, student records for the first year, 1971-72,

were niit oinPlete enough with respect to basic information to allow their inclusion

in the matching program aimed at identifying participating students across sohool

years. Consequently) the effort actually began with 1972-73 data.- 41.1though there

were still gaps across students and across skill areas, the need for insights into

the effectiveness of state bilingual programs warranted the analysis of these

data. It was felt that qualified answers would emerge from Frnch analysis--i.e.,

an analysis based on scores for some children on some measures at some points

in time.

'The second step, then, was to form a. database from the usable data.

Suffice it to say here that the effort was time-consuming and expensive and

could have been avoined has a database been established at the outset of evaluation

(Fall 1971). Once that data were collected and put in the database, then the

decision became that of what issues were accessible for discussion given the

data. Clearly, there are many questions one wouln like to ask about bilingual
5



1. Introduction

The downstate Illinois experience.in assessment of bilingual

programs in many ways reflects that of school districts all over

the United States. Although there were initial talks of a design

for a comprehensive longitudinal evaluation, this design was not

carried out as planned. In that the downstate programs were

consistently state-funded and in that the state requested only a

statement of proposed evaluation and no yearly interim and final

evaluation reports (unlike the federal government), there is no concise

ongoing record of what actually happened (i.e., what tests were actually

given to whom in what languages, when,etc.) from Fall 1971 to Spring

1975. There are yearly statements of what evaluation was to be conducted

(inserted in the funding proposal) but little accountability (Seelye and

Balasubramonian, 1973, being one exception).

Furthermore, the amount of data far exceeded the amount of aata analysis

supplied to the data collectedanother problem in evaluation,

i.e., that aata are collected sometimes in mass quantities, but then are

never analyzed or only inadequately* In sum, the aata on downstate

Illinois bilingual programs from their inception in 1971canhast be

described as patchwork: some scores for some children at some times,

with many gaps.

As a result of these past evaluation procedures and experiences, the

current effort was undertaken, with the purpose of

(1) trying to locate all past data still in existence, (2) determining

what data were actually retrievable and usable, (3) reporting on these

data retrospectively, and then (4) collecting new aata for a continuing

longitudinal study involving a select group of subjects remaining from

previous evaluation. Thus, it was both a retrospective and a longitudinal

effort.
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criticism ctu, unuoubtealy be levelleu at this stuuy as well. The questdoh

rely becomes one of the clegree of compromise permissible in the effort to

assess the impact of bilingual schooling. We feel that as lung as methuus

eau their shortcomings are maue clear, then the reauer can use the finuings

profitably. Hopefully, an accumulation of such reports over time gill begin

to paint an honest picture of the impact of bilingual schooling. Fi.r example,

there may begin to emerge more definite conclusions as to the effects of such

programs on English language acquisition, un native language maintenance, un

attituces toward self ara community dna so forth.' I.t the present time, the

results are still "mixed" at best.
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Footnotes

1. Portions of this chapter, particularly parts of sections 3 and 5, are based

on Ripley (1976), a technical report on the formulation of a database and on

data analyses run on data contained within the database. For the most part,

the interpretationsiof findings are our own and do not reflect on the IIT Research

Institute, which served simply as a-service group.

2. For complete statistical frequencies reported in tabular form, see Ripley

(1976). Here only major differences are emphasized and percentages don't

necessarily add to 100% within a given category. "No response" and "other

response" are omitted.

3. There was also variation within a modelperhaps not so surprisingly, in

that there were no prescribed State guidelines as to the "standard'''. features of

any given model.

4. It is interesting to note that parent report of stuuert language use out

of school (see pp. 12-13, above) suggested more use of English than Spanish,

Whereas the teachers' in- school report suggested greater balance or even more

use of Spanish.

5. The 45 items were selected from a pool of 135 items through factor analysis.

Item reponses apparently cciatribute to sabscale scores accoruing to their

weightings as derived from factor analysis.

6. Results from 1976-77 testing lend support to this finding that in downstate

Illinois bilingual students are not resainG very well in Spanish.
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TADIK1
DISTRICTS REPRESENTED IN DATABASE

District

Absolute
Frequency

Arcola 14

Aurora 146

Barrington 66

Barrington High 23

Bellwood 68

Bensenville 66

Blue Island 118

Blue Island High 44

Chicago Heights 131

Crete 213

Danville 12

DeKalb 27

Des Plaines 16

Des Plaines Area 71

District 15 26

Dundee 77

East Moline 44

Elgin 407

Elmhurst 116

Evanston 93

Harvey 30

Joliet 549

Joliet 44

Lake Zurich 43

LaSalle 20

Marengo 23

Maywood Area '252

McHenry 31

Mendota 37

Moline Area 120

Mundelein High 50

North.Chicago 46

Onarga 12

Palatine 108

Pontiac 2

Rockford 167

Round Lake 17

Steger 167

Sterling 33

Waukegan 550

West Chicago 204

Wheeling 209

Wheeling High 25

Not Recorded 62

TOTAL 4579

Relative
Frequency
(Percent)

.3

3.2
1.4
.5

1.4
1.4
2.6
1.0

2.9
4.7

. 3

.6

. 3

1.6
. 6

1.7
1.0
8.9
2.5
2.0
.7

12.0
1.0

. 9

.4

. 5

5.5
. 7

. e

2.6
1.1
1.0
.3

2.4
. 0

3.6
.4

3.6
. 7

12.0
4.5
4.6
.5

1.4

8
100.0

.5
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GRADE UPON ENTRY INTO A BILINGUAL PROGRAM

Grade
Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Frequency
(Percent)

Cumulative
Frequency
(Percent)

K 1216 26.8 26.8

1 954 20.8 47.6

2 548 12.0 59.6

3 415 9.1 68.7

4 305 6.7 75.4

5 238 5.2 80.6

6 196 4.3 84.9

7 177 3.9 88.8

8 110 2.4 91.2

9 180 3.9 95.1

10 103 2.2 97.3

11 32 .7 98.0

12 24 .5 98.5



T* 10.3

BIRTXYEAR DISTRIBUTION

Year
Absolute
Frequency

Relative
'Frequency
(Percent)

56 '29 .6

57 44 1.0

58 91 2.0

'59 100 2.2

60 116 2.5

61 .1-175. 2.6

67 174 3.8

63 256 5.6

64 329 7.2

65 315- .6;9

66 408 8:9

67 452 9.9

68 475 10.4

69 422 . :9.2

GO



TAMS 4.

STUDENTS' REPORTED LANGUAGE USE FOR THE MEDIA

Media
No. of Valid

Cases
Percent
English

Percent
-Home -Lang

Percent
Both

Radio 2711 47.6 . 22.0 30.4

Television . 2793 54.7 10.6 34.7

Papers and Magazines 2333 48.0 24.8 27.2

Books and Novels 2375 44.0 23.9 32.1

TAKE.5

DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS BY GRADE TESTED OVER FOUR YEARS OF BILINGUAL SCHOOLING

--,

Year

.

Grade

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1972-73 452 499

1973-74 361 252 212 95 41 57 34 31 11 9 10 2 2.

1974-75 359 299 351 241 56 3 46 25 22 17 12 5

1975-76 182 164
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b)ucp,-1100 QC_C_U PAll Ot3 oF- fARE-OT'S

(1)octo- cl_1(.?re.9serA cis pe-rc_e_ni-c(se.;)

Father OeciApat ioN AotherEatka ati4+0441
-LPN el

Father Mother Cracu,ea,-10

&null) Laborer

Deceased

Service/Clerk

Unempl oyed

Professio ral

Retired

65

15

11

5

2

2

Hous ewife

Manual Laborer

Service/CI erk

Unemployed

Dec eas ed

No Respome

69

16

.3

3

1

University

High School

Junior High

ementary

None

5

11

8

65

11

3

15

9

76

7.

63



VARIABLES

DIFFERENCES IN BASELINE DATA BETWEEN
B-3 AND B-0 GROUPS (N = .196)

GROUPS
B-3 B-0

Student's Birthplace

Parents' Birthplace

Father's Education

Father's Occupation

Mbther's Occupation

51% U.S.
30% Latin America

30% U.S.
56% Latin America

32% J.H., H.S., or
University

18% Service/Clerk
2% Unemployed

10% Manual Laborer
6% Professional

18% U.S.
63% Latin America

10% U.A.
71% Latin America

14% J.H., H.S., or
University

4% Service/Clerk
8% Unemployed

21% Manual Laborer
1% Professional

Mother's Spanish Reading 40% good, 11% little

Mother's English Speaking 13% native, 33% none

Father's English Speaking 15% native, 26% little

Father's English Reading 15% native, 28% Tittle,
2.2% none

Student's Spanish Reading 28% good

Student's English Speaking 22% native, 61% good,
i'9% little

Student's English Reading 74% good or native

I

32% good, 22% little

4% native, 47% none

4% native, 40% little

3% native, 16% little,
44% none

35% good

10% native, 34% good, 31%
little,. 18% none

35% good or native

Mother's Home Language. Use 19% English

Fhther's Home Language Use 22% English

Father's Language Outside
Home 44% English, 36% Spanish

Father's Language for
Reading 29% English, 42% Spanish

18% both

11Father's Language for 24% English, 43% Spanish

Radio - 23% both

Student's Home Language 68% English, 16% Spanish
Use

Student's Language for 71% English, 7% Spanish

Reading

996 English.

10% English

21% English, 46% Spanish

18% English, 51% Spanish,
4% both

11% English, 51% Spanish,
11% both

27% English, 57% Spanish

46% English, 21% Spanish



VARIABLES

Student's Language for
T. P.

Student's Language for
Radio

Parental Language
Spoken to Children

Child Language Spoken
to Parents

language Use Among
Siblings

Ethnicity /Country
of Origin of
Neighborhood

Table (Continued) *

GROUPS
B-3 B-0

83% English, 3% Spanish, 57% English, 13% Spanish,

9% both 19% both

80% English, 5% Spanish 51% English, 25% Spanish

16% English, 63% Spanish 10% likaglish, 79% Spanish

29% English, 52% Spanish, 18% English, 73% Spanish,

18% both 10% both

76% English, 5% Spanish 32% English, 53% Spanish

59% Anglo/17.S. 47% Anglo/17.S.

Language of Neighborhoo 87% English or both, 75% English or both, 17%

6% Spanish Spanish

* Note that all categories are not reported here, for

purposes of emphasis, so percentages do not add to 100%.

Complete data may be found in Appendix B to Ripley (1976).
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Time of Admini

titration 1$eo %in LentIra
a a 31 4

T

IEF

ill 1972

Winter 1973

Spring 1973

Fall 1973

Spring 1974

F1311 1.974

Spring 1975

Winter 1976

T5J
Boehm LTGB:

1 1 2 1 1 2

11J lt/
I-A

Gen. H.G.
21 3 4 5 3 4

5901317 4811 589 259
1 i

1240 1562 672 571

361 380 367x359 583 583

816 903 860 844

917 915 857 860452 98; 6

(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

505

326

t"fi

BTB SOS
1

I

21 3 P II

1 '

1339 46

1--
329

CEsj

3-4 97

I-A Reading (English) r-ormi CG mind) be.
I-A Lecture. (Spanish) 1 54artifa Cis and 1xa.
Short Test of linguistic Skills (Sp. & Eng.)
Illinois Inventory of Educational Progress
(Reading and Kith Subtests)

Sequential Tests of Educational Progress
L = Listening, W = Writing
Level 4 -grades g. Level 3--grades 7-9k

ki4456-144,4116216irvItlt-t_,
Boehin A-1 & 2 in Spanish, B-1 &.2 in English.
Test of Basic Experiences, Language and Math

Subtests

Inter-American General Ability _. Tests --
Gen. Abil. - English version, B.G. -
Spanish version.

Bilingual Test Battery - Subtests in Science,
Math, Social Studies, and Attitudes

Self- Observation Scale - Primary (P) and
Intermediate (I) levels.

58 43 396 414

1

551 8171/39124

164

1

168 1 i 11.
147 13

80122 140

I I

7711(8

fj
325

1,643 751

J3
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INTER-AMERICAN READING

LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION SUBTEST

(LEVEL 2)

Time of Administration Grade

Years in Program

0 1

16.98 18.75

3 SD 8.04 8.93

Fall 1974
N

(54) (59)

X 25.07 25.65

4 SD 10.06 6.09

N
(54) (37)

X 15.28

3 SD 8.28

'E3-25 13-o &floor N (64)

Winter 1976
X 22.09

4 SD 9.04

N (45)

69

21.88

8.34

(109)

27.52

7.47

(109)'



TABLE j$

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

li READ'.*: LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION

BY GRADE IN 1976 AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL PROGRAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION

MAIN EFFECTS
Grade
Years in Program

SUM OF

I

sQOAREs

6i0l.143
8413.327
2675,7I2

tF

2-

I

1

MEAN
SQUARE

3o50. 572.

Z973,327
2675.712

2WAY INTERACTIONS'
Grade Years in Program 2.41.,8(0 24-347

RESIDUAL 21565.936 321/ 66.562.

TOTAL 27691.977 327 81j.665
346 Cases were processed.
18 Cases (5.2PCT) were missing.

70

S 1 GNI F.

F OF f

il 5,831 ,00l

114.00 .001
46,199 .0 61

374
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INTER - AMERICAN READING

SPEED OF COMPREHENSION, SUBTEST

(LEVEL 2)

Tithe of Administration

1

Grade

Years in Program
.

, 0 1

.

,

Fall 1974

3 SD

N

4.81

2,87

(42)

3.70

2.12 -

(51,

4

X

SD

N

_

4.45

2.54

(51)

,1-

,. .0

3.86
. ...

2.15

(36)

- ,g. e--© 6-v-bups
Winter 1976

3

X

SD

N

8.50

5.58

(64)

- -

13.50

6.90

(109)

4

X

SD

N

10.93 .

5.94

(45)

- -

15,39' .

7.02

(1_09)



TABLE (3

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

14 *OA Do* : SPEED OF COMPREHENSION
BY GRADE AND YEAR$ IN PROGRAM

Sup' OF !! r k t,.; SInNTF

SOURCE OF VARIATION
' 5(7.UAPES DF SOORE F OF F

MAIN EFFECTS
Grade
Years in Program

2235.511
ci'80,32.7

.1Dg9,530

a.
I

l

i 1 17.,755
986,327

. 108c),530

28 4194
25.25 #
28,06'7

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Program i 8. cbc49 1 I E.09 .466 .9q5

RESIDUAL 1,%?577,257 32q 3e.e19

TOTAL 1d636,867 327 45.35q
346 Cases were processed,
18 Cases (5.2 PCT) were missing,



TABLE

INTER-AMERICAN READING

VOCABULARY SUBTEST

(LEVEL 2)

1

.

Time of Administration Grade

.

Years in Program .

.

, 0 1 2 3

Fall 1974

.

X

SD

N

-

7.04

2,84

(52)

7.03

2.95

.(58)

4

-X-

SD

N

-

6.53

2.37

(53)

7.35

1.92

(37.)

V)-$ k 2--0 Grcu, 5

Winter 1976

3

X

SD

N

19.81

12.58

(64)

7
-

26.40

8.50

.(109)

4

Y

SD

N

24.49

8.94

(45)

_

30.40

7.42
(109).

7 3



TABLE 15.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
I-A ggArkIN er VOCABULARY
, BY GRADE AND YEARS IN PROGRAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION

SU" OF
DE

PFANI

SPORE F

nNTF
(V F.

MAIN EFFECTS 5316.774 2. 2659.3e7 34,87,2 .cni
Grade 17/19,254 1 1709.254 22.477 .001
Years in Program .3231.518 1

3231.518 42.495 somi

2WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Program 34.982 1 34. °82 .1160 .999

RESIDUAL 24638.2n7 324 76,o01

TOTAL 29991,963 327 91.719
346 Cases were processed.
18 Cases (5,2 PCT) were missing.

7A



TAME

PRUEBA DE LECTURA

LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION

(LEVEL 2) .

Time of Administration Grade

Years in Program

0 1 3

Spring 1974

3

7

SD

N

18.57

6.42

(21)

13.80

8.41

(15)

.

4

7

SD

N

15.92

5.53

(12)

20.67

6.35

(3)

r-3- S1/4. -0 &coy TSV;.

Winter 1976

3

X

SD

N

16.98

8.35

(66)

17.00

6.12.

(108)

4

)7

SD

N

21.44

8.17

(48)

19.50

7.14

(107)



TABLE

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

TA. I.,ECTURA: LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION

BY GRADE AND YEARS IN PROGRAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION
5nU.'kr:s . OF

14.F. AN

ScluARF F

SirdsIF
nF F

MAIN EFFECTS
675.737 a 437,868 8:352 .0111

Grade
80,1/13$ 841,486 16,088 .001

Years in Program
58.640 58,640 1,118 .291

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Year, in Program,

65,245 f
65,245 1.2.44 .24

RESIDUAL
17144,082 327 52,928

TOTAL
1 BOAS. Okiq 336 54.B03

346 Cases were processed.

15 Cases (4.3 #'u) were missing,



TAN.* 1g

PRUEBA DE LECTURA

SPEED OF COMPREHENSION SUBTEST

(LEVEL 2)

Time of Administration Grade

Years in Program

0 1 3

Y 8.82 9.69

3 Sp 5.92 6.25

Spring 1974 N (17) (13) .1

Y 8.33 10.33

4 Sp 3.23 4.62

N (12) ( 3)

)( 8.44 9.36

G-3 4. g-.0 G-rouf 3 SD
N

5.71

(66)

4.09

(108)

Winter 1976
X 10.81 10.55

4 SD 7.45 4.39

N (48) (107)



TABLE 11

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Letilmitiv SPEED OF COMPREHENSION
BY GRADE AND YEARS IN THE PROGRAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION

suo oF
se:lucars OF

rFAH
s%ARF. F

picN1F
O. F.

MAIN EFFECTS
Grade

20.618
zay.o3

2

I

120.30q
224.603

11.561

5.5?3
.011
o84'

Years in Program a.636 1 8.08 .327 ,999

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Yearifin Program a1,645 1 21,645 .821 ,999

RESIDUAL 8625.365 327 26.377

TOTAL 8867,649 33n. 26,932

346 Caseswere processed.
15 Cases (4.3 PCT) were missing,



Thalia 40

PRUEBA DE LECTURA

VOCABULARY SUBTEST
_ .

(LEVEL 2)

t

Time of Administration Grade

Years in Program

0

-x 17.76 15.04

- 3 SD 9.30 7.11

Spring 1974
N (21) (28)

16.36 22.33

4 SD 7.81. .11.85

N (14)
, ( 3) )

X 19.68 17.76

k3 2,- 6-0 Grog 3 SD 9.19 7.61

Winter 1976
N (66) (108)

Y 26.38 20.17

4 SD 11.95 8.11

N (48) (107)



TABLE 24

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
IZSZILEA: VOCABULARY

BY GRADE AND YEARS IN THE PROGRAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION
SLIM OF

5QU4RF.S DP

MFAL
sPVA.NE F

. ,

SISNI
OF F

MAIN EFFECTS 2209. qsz. 2 1109,726 14.29n .001
Grade i2 55-0070 I 1255,C'70 16.161 .001
Years in Program 1116.331 1 1116.331 14.375 .001

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in program 325,183 1 325:163 4,187 ,039

RESIDUAL 25391f.3131 327 77,659

TOTAL 27939,017 330 64,661
346 Cases were processed.
15 Cases (4.3 PCT) were missing.



SHORT TEST OF LINGUISTIC SKILLS

G-Roue

Years in Program 0 3

Grade 3

v-)

,-.-

(..-)

u.,

,-.-

co=
v-)

Listening
3
Sp

N

10.05
4.80
(64)

11.86
5.14
(491

15.16
7.52
(107)

16.53
3.60
(104)

=
Reading

7
Sp
N

8.05
4.27
(64)

10.55
4.48
(49)

10.78 .

4.29
(107)

13.47
3.68
(104)v)

11
C..7

=
Writing

7
30
N

6.38

5.22
(64)

8.63
5.87
(49)

10.30
7.45
(107)

12.80
4.61

(104)

Speaking
7
Sb
N

9.75
6.62
(63

10.31
6.18
(49)

15.98
6.87

(1071

16.01
3.91
(104)

Total SD

N

34.56
18.85
(63)

40.69
20.30
(49)

50.05
13.79
(107)

58.86
13.19
104

=

17:4

o..
ii-)

Listening

.

5.31
(64)

. 1 . 8

4.16
(49)

10.9
3.88
(107)

11.58
4.59
(105).
-6./8

3.81.

(105)

Reading
6:3B
3.93.
(64)

9.20
4.46
(49)

6.68
3.34
(107)

Writing
.

4.44
(64)

.

4.65
(49)

.

4.02
(107)

5.24
(103)

Speaking
S.

5.74
(63)

1 . 0

4.97
(49)

9.

5.17
(106)

5.61
(103)

Total
X
st,

N

S

16.55
(63)

41.3
15.45
(49)

12.95
(107)

32.69
15.77
(104)



TABLE 23

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
STLS:ENGLISH READING

BY GRADE AND YEARS IN THE PROGRAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION

MAIN EFFECTS
Grade
Years in the Program

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Yearsin Program

RESIDUA'.

TOTAL
346 Cases were processed.
22' Cases (6.4PCT) were missing.

SU' nF hEAM SIGNTF.
SQULHF5 DF snuARF r CF F

1180,7V 590.383 34.607 ,00!
571.546 t 571,546 33.503 .001
514,621 1 .554.62-1 32.$21 .CO)

2,6118 t 2.1/18

5459.o32 32o 17.05?

6642.216 323 20.5'64





TABLE 15"

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
STLS:SPANISH READING

BY GRADE AND YEARS IN THE PROGRAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION

suH rF
S'IU4kFS OF

KFar4

5%.1ARE. F
sIr..1\IF

PF:

MAIN EFFECTS 165.76o. a sa.s8o 5.721 .004
'Grade . 67 .755 i 67,75.5 4,677 ,,c,?9

Years in the Program 105,103 1 05.433 7.2.78 .007

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Program 79.970 1 79,97D 5,52i

RESIDUAL q656.52 318. 14.406

TOTAL 052.232 321 15.116
346 Cases were processed.
24 Cases (6,9 PCT) were missing,

.95



SEGL0G-N-r k 7`G5T or_ 0) c Arricokt__ ozzaizes 6TE
C)

CA4 seac.:5 ELY `f E" 03 P t t_roeTuA-1.., (?R_towliti

23,75

3311
( 1, 60

25",o0
1-.1g
(4)

8'6



TABLE 0-

ANALYSIS OF VARIA.NCE

.STLS:ENGLISH LISTENING
BY GRADE AND YEARS IN THE PROGRAM

nr: mF_AH r.:NiTF

SOURCE OF VARIATION. SCLJARFs GF SOLJAHF F

MAIN EFFECTS P 1'04-.193 Z 90.0946 31465a 4001
Grade 180.9411 1 : 180.991 54774 4016
Years in the Program 1747 .168 1 17474165 554741 4001

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years. in Program 2423+ 1 2-.2311 4071 . .999

RESIDUAL 10030.12,0 320 31.301

TOTAL l -01645147 323 37.203

346 Cases were processed.
22 Cases (6.4 PCT) were missing,



TABLE 25

ANALYSIS OF .VARIANCE

STLS:ENGLISH SPEAKING
BY GRADE AND YEARS IN THE PROGRAM

S1,1"
of t'PAP sir:4F

SOURCE OF VARIATION Sr.IJAkES DF SOLIARF F OF F

MAIN EFFECTS
Grade

2655.b58
5' ..1152

2

1

1327.R40
5.1,152

38.038
.156

.001

.9p.q
Years in the Program 2633.556 1 2633.556 75,041 .001

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Program 3.769 1 317o9 ,1 08 .999

RESIDUAL 11170.757 170 311.909

TOTAL 13630.214 323 42.818
346 Cases were processed,
22 Cases (6,4 PCT) were missing.

9.9



TABLE 21/4;

ANALYSIS OF Vi.RIANCE

STLS: ENGLISH WRITING
BY GRADE AND YEARS IN THE PPOGRAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION

MAIN EFFECTS
Grade

Years in the Program

2WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in the Program

RESIDUAL

li" rF
I.F4!q SIGIA'Slut FS oF SCORE F OF F

174,271 n
c... 872.135 24.408 dOnl106.639
I +76.639 13.339 .Orel119q.397
1 1194-.397 33.426 .001

2.196
1 2.196 .061 .999

11434.300 320 35.732
TOTAL

13160.766 323 [30,607346 Cases were processed,
22 Cases (6.4 PCT) were missing,

5'6



41111.11111.11111111111111

TABLE 3o

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
STLS:SPANISH LISTENING

BY GRADE AND YEARS IN THE PROGRAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION

:zu"
sQ0,:-:ES DF

MF4N
rUAAF F f F F

MAIN EFFECTS 181.175 2 90.588 14-.523 .012

Grade 170.174 1 170.17+ 8.497 .04l

Years. in the Program 15,317 1 15.317 .765 .9C9

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Program a3.385 23.385 1.t68 .280

RESIDUAL 6360.717 318 20.027

TOTAL 6573.276 321 20.477
346 Cases were processed.
24 Cases (6.9 PCT) were missing,



TABLE i3(

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
STLS: SPANISH SPEAKING

BY GRADE AND YEARS IN THE PROGRAM

St.) nF 1EANI si(=IF
SOURCE OF VARIATION

snu.A.RFS DF SnUti.s.F r CF F

MAIN EFFECTS S00.701 a 15a. 35n 5.118 .007
Grade 19.380

1 19.380 .66m .99q
Years in the .Program 287,55+ I 287.55a 9,788 .002

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Program 56.224

1 56.22+ 1,91+ .16+

RESIDUAL 93+21.065 318 29.378

TOTAL 9E08.9E9 321 30.215
346 Cases were processed.
24 Cases (6.9 PCT) were missing,

O r1



TABLE 32-

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
STLS:SPANISH WRITING

BY GRADE AND YEARS IN THE PROGRAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION

cu" ri-

5ru:IkF5 DF
mFAm

SnUAKE F

sjr:NIF

CF F

MAIN EFFECTS 200,869 a 100,445 *,713 .010
Grade 044-.279 1 1+4.279 6.770 .009
Years in the Program 65.105 I 65,105 3,055 ,078

2WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Program 23.377 1 23,377 1.097 .296

RESIDUAL 6776.858 31A 21.311

TOTAL 7001.124 321 21.P10
346 Cases were processed.
24 Cases (6.9 PCT) were missing.

CO,



TAWLE" 33

BOEHM SUBTEST SE'PrN1414 PA12-1-

Years in ProgramTime of
Administration Grade

7(
SD
N

SD

0

14,30
3.89
(326)

I 1

Fall 1972 1

Winter 1973 1

18.66

Spring 1973 1
SD

fd

4.24
(316)

X 14,98 17.75
SD 4.69 4.34

(82) (71)

17,28 18.28 20.50
Fall 1973

1 SD 4.33 4.58 2.75
(40) (60) (12)

lb.LA 16,60
2 SD 6.70 2.30

(26)
(5)

16.80 19,58

K SD
Nj

4.31
(103)

3.89
(81)

X" 18.12 19.69 22.08
Spring 1974 1 SD 4.19

(49)
3.48
(64)

2.39
(12)

16.69 21.14
2 SD 5.34 2.34

N (36) (7).

20.94 18.00
Fall 1974 SD 2.82 2.45

(17) (4)

0 A

.



TWIF .

BOEHM SUBTEST ?Pry-A-

Time of
Administration Grade

Years in Program

0 1

1 13.08

SD 4.54 __ -Fall 1972 1
N (317)

X 11.75

Winter 1973 1
SD 3.04 --
N (4)

T. 12.62
SD 4.58Spring 1973 1
N (316)

7 9.10 12.10
K SD 4.27 4.64 --

N (77)

-10.
(74)

7 15 14.57 17.36,
Fall 1973

1 SD 4.86 4.57 4.09
N (41) (69) (14)
7 13.48 18.61

2 SD 5.49 3.44 -
N (25) (36)
17 10.91 15.34

K SD 4.07 4.56 -
N (100) (80)

7 14.10 16.23 19.67
Spring 1974 1 SD 5.07 4.38 2.87

N

-7-
(48) (64) (12)

14.89 18.67
2 SD 5.06 3.14 --

N (35) (6)

12.31. 9.33
Fall 1974 1 SD __ 4.89 6.81

N
(13) (3)



TABLE; 3 5:'

BOEHM SUBTEST a0G-Lic),1) (?Artsr

Time of
Administration Grade

Years in Program

0 1 2

Y 14.21

SD 4.09
Fall 1972 1

N (118)

7(

Winter 1973 1
SD
N

__ -- --

1( 20.03

Spring 1973
SD

N

3.92

(310)

- --

Y 15.69 19.92

K SD 5.84 3.60 -
N (98) (74)

X 19.61 21.62 22.23

Fall 1973 1 SD 4.23 3.86 2.13

N (46) (65) (13)

7 20.95 19.50

2 SD 4.71 3.73
N (40) (6)

X 18.16 21.82.

K SD 4.02 2.40 -_

N (89) (78)

7 21.62 22.36 24.00

Spring 1974 1 SD

N

3.06
(52)

3.35

(64)

1.10
(11)

I 21.98 22.71

2 SD 3.40 1,89 .-

N (42) (7)

"X 17.04 19.12

Fall 1974 1 SD __ 4.96 4.37

N (46) (92)



Th3 to 34

BOEHM SUBTEST Ec.16-1-1SR ) 2-

Time of
Administration Grade

Years in Program

0 1 2

7
Fall 1972 1

SD

N

--

T 16.61

Winter 1973 1
SD 4.01 __ __

N 316)

7 15.99

Spring 1973 1
SD 3 .79 _
N (315)

7 10.17 15.18 18.1/
K SD 3.87 3.58 2.82

N (94) (74) (12)

31 14.30 17.41---
Fall 1973

1 SD 3.77 3.16
N (43) (64)r 1b. /9 120

2 SD 3.64 4.82
N (39) (6)

7 13.29 16.91 19.45
K SD 3.73 3.05 0.82

N (53) (78) U1)
-x- 16.21 18.47

Spring 1974 1 SD 3.67 2.84 --
N (53) 166) .

lC 18.02 17.83
2 SD 3.49 2.93

N (44) (6)

13.78 15.86
Fall 1974 1 SD 5.36 4.08

N (50) (96)



TABLE 37-

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SPRING 1974 BOEHM SektiV51

BY GRADE IN 1973-74 AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL
PROGRAM AS OF 1973-74 WITH FALL 1973 BOEHM Scht115 Pt") p1/441.3-

SUN OF MELN SIGN!F
SOURCE OF VARIATION SM.,ARES DF SOORE F

COVARIATES
Fall 1973 Boehm 5paiy,1611, Part- i 1 68 0 . 91 5 1 1680.915 2E2,31.5 .0.01

MAIN EFFECTS 39.366 a 9.8/12 1.302. e269
Grade 21.809 2 16,904- 1.443 .237
Years in Bilingual Program 27.663 2 13,831 1.830 .160

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Bilingual Program 0.391 3 1 6.414. 2.178 '089

RESIDUAL 2105.936 279 70559

TOTAL 3678,606 287 13,514

OVARIATE BETA

ALL 1973 Boehm Al .502

9,8



TABLE 3$

MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS
SPRING 1974 BOEHM WA-Alt.ti, emcr

BY GRADE IN 1973-74 AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL
PROGRAM AS OF 1973-74 WITH FALL 1973 BOEHM "3PA-0141V) CA 4m

GRAND MEAN = 19.07

VARIABLE + CATEGORY

GRADE
0

1

2

N

1117
111
30

UNADJUSTED
DE.V IN LTA

-'.31
.36
.13

ADJUSTFD Fn
ADJUSTEn INDL PEN!DENTS

"INDEPENCENTS + COVARIATFS
DEV IN BETA DE.V BEYA

.09
w..30

.66
.09 8

YEARS IN PROGRAM
1 140 , 69 22
2 135 .146 .10
3 13 2.70 I 35

. 2 2 .09

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

9 9

. 444

. 666



SOURCE OF VARIATION

ANALYSIS
TABLE 24

OF VARIANCE
SPRING 1974 BOEHM,'5VAN\) PAR-1-1,

BY GRADE IN 1973-74 AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL
PROGRAM AS OF 1973-74 WITH FALL 1973 BOEHM._ YrtaiSt-) oltor 2-

SUH OF
SOUAkES" DF

MEAN
'60V.RE

SIGNIF
F OF F

COVARIATES
Fall 1973 Boehm 5f36.1151i, art 2 229f.b60 229d, .660 176,304 4001

MAIN EFFECTS 182.518 45.630 3.506 .008
Grade 97,518 2 48.759 3.746 .024-
Years in Bilingual Program 1084109 2 54.055 4.15.3 .016

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Bilingual Program 97.797 3 32.599 2.505 .056

RESIDUAL 3501.139 269 13.015

TOTAL 6076,113 277 21.935

COVARIATE BETA

FALL 1973 Boehm A2 ,567

10



TABLE 4i6

MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS

GRAND MEAN = 14.80

VARIABLE + CATEGORY

GRADE
0

1

2

YEARS IN PROGRAM
1

2

3

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

SPRING 1974 BOEHM .31)Allgii ,P WILT L

BY GRADE IN 1973-74 AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL
PROGRAM AS OF 1973-74 WITH FALL 1973 BOEHM .4efi1Jic1-11

1 3 93 9

111
28

132
133
13

UNADJUSTED
DEV IN ETA

1.21
1.08
1.70

1.05
11427

2

.33

ADJUSTED FUR
INDEPENDrNIS
DEV IN BETA

ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPENDENTS
COVAR1ATE6

DEVII4 97'1 A

.13

.55
1.55

.15

.408

.639



TABLE 4t-I

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SPRING 1974 BOEHM es-0 gi-k4k-i PA-z r

BY GRADE IN 1973-74 AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL
PROGRAM AS OF 1973-74 WITH FALL 1973 BOEHM .E1464-1S1-1) ekria-

SOURCE OF VARIATION

COVARIATES
Fall 1973 Boehm en5iicykl) park

sum- OF
5nuAREs

2256.996

DF

1

MEAN
SQuAkh

2256.998

F

41039'9

SIGNIF
nF F

.001

MAIN EFFECTS 50,550 4 !14,637 2,662 .032

Grade 32.067 2 16,034_ 2,915 ,059-

Years in Bilingual Program 33.982 2 16,991 3.090 2046

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Bilingual Program 63.020' 21,007 3.820 .011

RESIDUAL 1583.861 288 5.500

TOTAL 3962,428 296 13,387

COVARIATE BETA

FALL 1973 Boehm B1 ,556

102



TABLE it?.

MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS
SPRING 1974 BOEHM COG-USK? ()Naar

BY GRADE IN 1973-74 AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL
PROGRAM AS OF 1973-74 WITH FALL 1973 BOEHM E1461.01-1)

GRAND MEAN = 21.23

VARIABLE + CATEGORY

GRADE
0

1

2

tV

147
111
39

LDJusTED FOP
UNADJUSTED INDEPENDENTS
DEVIN ETA DEVIN BETA

-1.27
1.19
1.41

ADJUSTFD FN
INDEPEHDENTS
+ COVARIATFS
DEVIN BETA

-.32
.17
.72

.34 .10

YEARS IN PROGRAM
1 150 ..1$02 .9.35

2 135 .93 .30
3 12 2.35 ,

,29 .10

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

.584

.764



TABLE.43

ANALYSIS
SPRING

OF VARIANCE
1974 BOEHM 0:1644.414) PA-or 1_

BY GRADE IN 1973-74 AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL
PROGRAM AS OF 1973-74 WITH FALL 1973 BOEHM E064-140) PAR 2-

SUH OF MEAN SIGNIF
SOURCE OF VARIATION SCUARES DF SOUARE F OF F

COVARIATES
Fall 1973 Boehm evvOiGL)fatri; 1983,401 1 59.83.401 290,968 .001

MAIN EFFECTS 43,8311 a 10.958 1.608 .171
Grade 34.471 2 17.236 2,529 ,^90
Years in Bilingual Program 12.955 2 6,1477 .950 .999

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Bilingual Program 1,1 47 3 ,382 .056 .999

RESIDUAL 1935,902 284 6,817

TOTAL 3964,2841 292 13.576

COVARIATE BETA

FALL 1973 Boehm B2 .581
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TABLE. 41

MULTIPLE CLASSI F ICATION ANALYSIS

SPRING 1974 BOEHM E7-06.1_111)

BY GRADE IN 1973-74 AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL
PROGRAM AS OF 1973-74 WITH FALL 1973 BOEHM -06-LAgi-ii 64-04r 2-

GRAND MEAN = 16.74

VARIABLE + CATEGORY

GRADE
0

N

145

40jUSTED FOR
UNADJUSTED INDEPENDENTS
CEVIN ETA DEYIN BETA

m1.43

ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPEo:DENTS
+ COVAPIATES
DEVIN BETA

-,34
1 109 1.25 ,15

2 39 . 1.82 .64
.39 .11

YEARS IN PROGRAM
1 146 -1.06 -.19
2 135 .93 .12
3 i2 2.43 ,89

,30 ,06

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

.511

.715



TIME LAr

GENERAL ABILITIES:SENTENCE
COMPLETION SUBTEST

Level Grade
Years in Program

1 2 3 4

X 15.09 15.82 18.39

Level 1

1 SD
N.

4.83

(130)

3.75

(140)

3.15
(18)

X 16.73 15.93 17.77 ----777-

2
SD

N

4.12

(64)

4.52
(81)

4.18
(68)

4.23
(12)

Level 2 17.35 17.94 18.47 18.58

3
SD

N

5.51

(55)

4.91
(48)

4.23
(59)

2.54

(12)

3c 7.98 6.60 6.46 9.04

4 SD 5.33 4.88 4.14 5.54

Level 3
N (45) (45) (30) (26)

)1 8.22 7.00 11.07 9.17

5 SD 5.36 5.32 3.69 2.32

N (9) (15.) (15) (6)

T 13.25 12.71 13.00
Level 4 7 SD 5.85 5.37 4.32

N (16) (17) (4)
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TAIE%

GENERAL ABILITIES:
CLASSIFICATION SUBTEST

Level Grade
Years in Program

1 2 3 4

R 10.52 11.40 12.00

1 SD 4.59 4.24 5.17 -
Level 1

N (130) (140) (18)

5( 10.47 10.99 10.40 11.25

2
SD

N

3.72
(64)

. 3.57

(81)

3.78
(68)

3.25
(12)

Level 2 r 11.67 12.96 12.70 14.08

3
SD

N

3.67
(55)

4.77
(48)

3.63.
(59)

2.94
(12)

T 4.29 5.40 5.43 6.85

4 SD 4.17 3.37 3.13 4.41

N (45) (45) (30) (26)

Level 3
)--( 6.56 7.60 10.20 7.33

5 SD 5.90 4.39 4.81 6.22

N (9) (15) (15) (6)

T 9.13 9.53 8.25
Level 4 7

SD 5.95 4.85 2.75 -

N 16 17 4



GENERAL ABILITIES;

ANALOGIES SUBTEST

Level Grade
Years in Program

1 2 3

R 14.29 14.35 16.50

Level 1
1 SD

N

3.98
(130)

3.90
(140)

3.29

(18)

X 12.03 11.93 12.22 11.33

2
SD

N

3.51

(64)

3.45
(81)

2.88
(68)

3.77

(12)

Level 2
R- 13.26 13.71 13.58 14.58

3
SD

N

3.97

(55)

3.98
(48)

3.20
(59)

3.14

(12)

T 9.69 9.67 8.90 12.04

4 SD 7.22 5.53 5.94 6.19

N (45) (45) (30) (26)

Level 3
X 9.56 10.00 14.20 8.17

5 SD 7.09 6.34 5.12 6.46

N (9) (15) (15) (6)

X- 14.44 12.53 17.00
Level 4 7

SD 6.32 6.89 1.16
N (16) (17) (4)
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TA816-11?

GENERAL ABILITIES:NUMBER

SERIES SUBTEST

Level Grade
Years in Program

1 2 3 4

Level 1

1

T
SD

N

6.35
2.81

(130)

6.94
2.43

(140)

7.78
2.44

(18)

Level 2

2

X

SD

N

10.28
6.11

(64)

11.47'
4.32
(81)

11.12

4.17
(68)

10.17

3.46
(12)

X

SD

N

14.93
6.53

(55) .

17.60
6.11

(48)

16.70
4.62
(59)

17.67
2.77
(12)

Level 3

4

)(

SD

N

8.02

7.12

(45)

6.78

5.31

(45)

6.67

4.41

(30)

9.12

6.11

(26)

5

X

SD

N

8.00
7.92

(9)

9.13
5.11

(15)

15.47
6.05

(15)

9.83
7.89

(6)

Level 4
T

S

N

6.88

.i2i

6.71

MI
9.75

6 (4)0
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TA EllE let

GENERAL ABILITIES:WORD

RELATIONS SUBTEST

_

Level Grade

Year In Program

1 2 3 4

Level 3

4

X
SD
N

12.73

7.72
(45)

11.56

7.02
(45)

10.27

7.15

(30)

14.39

7.38
(26)

,..

5

5(

SD

N

12.78
9.04

( 9)

13.33
6.72
(15)

17.00
8.03
(15)

14.50
8.12
( 6)

Level 4 7

I
SD

N

12.81
7.96
(16)

14.35
6.38
(17)

14.25
6.80
( 4)
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Tit 8 lir 50

GENERAL ABILITIES:COMPUTATION SUBTEST

Level Grade

Year In Program

1 2 3 4

1 11.76 11.84 11.80 13.65

SO 6.47 6.06 5.48 5.28
4

N (45) (45) (30) (26).

Level 3
1 10.44 . 12.20 15.00 9.83

5 SO 7.70 i 6.28 5.70 7.78

N ( 9) (15) (15) . ( 6)

1 15.44 15.94 18.00

S O 5.43 5.76 337 .

_

Level 4 7 N (16) (17) (..4)
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TA.& .51

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF TOBE RAW TEST SCORES'

Part of Test Grade Fall Winter Spring

English Language

atNAs Ophg/
nu.v412rs)

K
t"Th

N

x
51)

N

5.45

2.68
(262)

8.54
2.72

(326)

.7.00
2.77

(289)

10.73

2.31

(330)

9.16
2.98
(255)

,

8.48
2.60

(327)

Spanish Language
_T---tew4. Ceveo

A tivoloe r9

K

x
51).

N

6.31
2.41

(261)

7.60'

2.80
(290)

9.04

2.56
(255)

i 5-z

5>
N1

8.65
2.47

(326)

7.80
2.93

(369)

6.03
2.47

(320)

English Math

14tvoi (cdj
inuvol)evc)

K

x
5'
0

'7.02
2.49

(288)

7.02
2.60

(278)

8.8
2.80
(265)

9.77
2.23
(318)

iL

>c

St>

0

7.53
2.54

(258)

Spanish Math
21-#244 (yeti

v..kvoleved

K

:-,..Z

D
0

-
7.29
2.49

(290)

8.Ub
2.54
(265)

1-

`5"

Sp
5.37

2.17
(253)

7.77
2.42

(249)

7.25
2.51

(317)

I '!



TABLE 3-x

BTB MATH SUBTEST

Time of Administration Grade
Years In Program

0 1 2

X 8.70
2 SD 2.69 -

Fall 1973
N (30)

X 8.'10 9.172 "'
ir..

3 SD 3.01 1.77

N (20) (25)

,

4

YC

SD

9.67
3.28 - - -

N (12)

X 14.33 14.00
Fall 1974 3 SD 3.77 3.68 -

N (9) (10)

)-(- 10.29 12.52

B-3 & 6-0 &ours 3 SD 4.31 - - 4.08

Winter 1976 N (65) (109)

X 14.04 15.21

4 SD 3.79 - - 2.96

N (47) (104)

13



TABLE 53

ANALYS.IS OF VARIANCE
1976 MATH SUBTEST OF BTB

GRADE AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL PROGRAM
GROUP 1

SOURCE OF VARIATION
co?, np

DE
rFAh

snoNF F

c/(=hTF
rF F

MAIN EFFECTS 1001.552 a 500.776 .on1
.Grade 716,118 1 716.118 56.549 .001
Years in Program E33.952 1 233.962 16.514 ,001

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Program aq.007 1 24-.007 1.695 .191

RESIDUAL /1533.408 320 14.167

TOTAL 5554.967 323 17.210
346 Cases were processed,
22 Cases (6,4 PCT) were missing,
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TAP1E 5-tt

BIB SCIENCE SUBTEST

Time o'f Administration Grade
Years In Program

0 1 2 3

Fall 1973

2

3(

SD

N

-

5.14

1.87
(29)

3

y(

SD

N

5.10

1.64
(21)

5.60

1.94
(25)

4

T
SD

N

5.36
2.42
(11)

- -

Fall 1974 3

T
SD

N.

13.89
481
(9)

12.00

4..97

(10)

Winter 1976

3

X

SD

N

4.76

( 6.5)

-

.

-

10.38
4.57
(109)

4

T
SD

N

11.68
4.26
(47)

12.43
4.73
(104)
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TABLE 51;

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
1976

SCIENCE SUBTEST OF BTB BY
GRADE AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL PROGRAM

SOURCE OF VARIATION

SWA Oh
Sr;UAkiS DF

MEM.'
501.16RE

MAIN EFFECTS c19.556 2 459,793
Grade 594.982 I 594 962.
Years in Program 274-.051 1 2711-.051

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Program 69.3814 i 69138u

RESIDUAL 6365.5'16 320 19..955

TOTAL 7374.5/17 323 22.831
346 Cases were processed.
22 Cases (6.4 PCT) were missing,

116

SIGNTF
of: F.

23,042 .001
29.616 .001
13.734- .001

3.i177 .060



BTB SOCIAL STUDIES SUBTEST

Time of Administration Grade
Years In Program

0 1 2

3 3.93

2 SD 1.16 - -

Fall 1973
N (29)

X 4.38 4.08

3 SD 1.88 . 1.53 - _

N (21) (25)

X 3.64

4 SD 1.36 - - -

N (11)

X 15.56 12.30

Fall 1974 SD - 3.43 4.08 -

N (9) (10)

X 8.66 11.82

3 SD 4.62 - - 4.51

Winter 1976
N (65) (109)

X 12.19 13.83

4 SD 4.73 - 4.60

N (47)
.-

(104)



TABLE .5-1-

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
1976

SOCIAL STUDIES SUBTEST OF BTB eY
GRADE AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL PROGRAM

`..) CF rrAN gIr,NIF
URCE OF VARIATION SnuAlFs DE Sr:WARE F nF F

IN EFFECTS 998.253 a /199.126 23.601 .001
Grade 507.311 1 507.311 23.968 .001
Years in Program 432...533, 1 432.533 20,452 .001

AY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Program 42.576 1 42.576 2.013 :153

SIDUAL 6767.495 320 21.148

AL 7808.32t: 323 24-4171.1

346 Cases were processed,
22 Cases (6,4 PCT) were missing,
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TAKE St
SOS SELF ACCEPTANCE SUBTEST

Level of Test Grade

Years In Program

1 2 3

X 46.08 45.95 42.19 -

1 SD 7.72 6.44 8.22

N (104) (115) (16)

X 46.57 46.50 44.86 46.48

2 SD 6.66 6.37 7.42 8.00

Level 1

N ( 44) ( 54) ( 55) ( 5)

X 46 407-- 43 91014'1'.,.31
3 SD 5.65 6.13 5.35 7.50

N ( 59)
( 65) ( 80) (17)

3( 45.17 46.55 43.87 43.22

4 SD 6.33 5.26 5.24 5.90

N (
49):. ( 47) ( 39) (33)

X 49.58 39.50 48.23 42.05

5 SD 5.90 13.14 13.47 9.78

N ( 8) ( 11) ( 13) ( 6)

X 45.69 46.04

7 SD 7.91 7.13 -

N ( 14) ( 16)

Level 2
X 41.19 47.62

8 SD 8.43 4.95

N ( 8) ( 11)

p . oS 119



ABLE 4Pi

SOS SOCIAL MATURITY SUBTEST

Level of Test Grade
Years In Program

1
2 3 4

)( 41.02 39.19 38.96
1 SD 6.40 7.82 5.81 -

N (104) (115) ( 16)

I 40.65 42.42 40.59 39.76
2 SD 9.42 8.67 8.62 6.81

Level 1

N ( 44) ( 54) ( 55) ( 5)

I 43.8`1 41.0227 40.15
3 SD 7.02 7.74 7.21 7.10

N ( 59) ( 65) ( 80) (17)

I 42.95 42.19 40.03 40.06
4 SD 7.62 6.90 7.10 7.89

N ( 49) ( 47) ( 39) (33)

1 42.40 33.48 40.57 40.10
5 SD 10.40 16.16 17.86 9.60

N ( 8) ( 11) ( 13) ( 6)

X 38.63 39.33

7 SD 12.85 12.87 - 7

N
( 14) ( 16)

Level 2
X 25.91 35.09

8 SD 17.31 10.60 -
N ( 8) ( 11)

74-

1r



IABiE

SOS SCHOOL AFFILIATION SUBTEST

Level of Test , Grade

Years In Program

1 2 3

)T 36.04 35.14 32.00

1 SD 8.17 7.36 6.10 -

N (104) (115) ( 16)

X 36.36 37.12 36.17 31.48

2 SD 7.69 7.94 8.61 13.33

Level 1

N ( 44) ( 54) ( 55) ( 5)

X 37.1144 34.47------17111 33.75

3 SD 6.49 6.47 6.12 9.13

N ( 59)
( 65) ( 80) (17)

X 36.02 36.28 35.54 34.68

4 SD 6.76 6.56 7.00 5.98

N ( 49)
( 47) ( 39) (33)

X
52.31 52.35 57.38 54.48

5 SD 14.52 9.32 9.66 3.83

N ( 8)
( 11) ( 13) ( 6)

X 53.74 52.08

7 SD 9.14 15.04 - -

N ( 14) ( 16)

Level 2
X 60.03 58.98

8 SD 5.45 8.51

N ( 8) ( 11) 1

19,



fpnommanuelmumwejimmemmilmnimmimmownwm
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Tour- 61
SOS ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION SUBTEST.

Level of Test Grade

Years In Program

1 2 3

X 48.39 50.75 47.31

1 SD 9.14 8.89 8.13 -

N (104) (115) ( 16)

X 51.02 51.45 52.38 49.10

2 SD 11.12 9.00 9.00 8.91

Level 1

N ( 44) ( 54) ( 55) ( 5)

X
50.14 48.56 48.24 47.18

3. SD 8.17 8.54 10.43 7.61

N ( 59)
( 65) ( 80) (17)

X
49.04 52.15 48.27 47.55

4 SD
8.43 9.11 9.39 6.81

N ( 49)
( 47) ( 39) (33)

X 41.69 47.55 47.22 50.12

5 SD 12.49 10.25 9.90 9.49

N ( 8) ( 11) ( 13) ( 6)

X 47.32 54.94

7 SD 12.89 10.49

N ( 14) ( 16)

Level 2
X 55.73 53.50

8 SD 16.27 14.19 - -

N ( 8) ( 11)
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.
TARE' 14,

SOS SELF SECURITY SUBTEST

Level of Test Grade

Years In Program

1 2 3

X 46.33 46.28 49.75

1 SD 8.90 8.65 5.09

N (104) (115) ( 16)

X 49.47 49.01 49.01 51.64

2 SD 8.63 6.58 6.78 8.12

Level 1

N ( 44) ( 54) ( 55) ( 5)

X 49.47 49.01 49.01 51.64

3 SD 8.63 6.58 6.78 8.12

N ( 44) ( 54) ( 55) ( 5)

X 49.89 52.4- 48.451 49.79

4 SD 5.90 6.24 6.50 6.61

N ( 49) ( 47) ( 39) (3;1

X 55.94 47.57 45.68 49.07
5 SD 8.27 11.06 10.72 4.83

N
( 8) ( 11) ( 13) 1 6)

X 42.51 45.90
SD 8.98 7.86
N

( 14).. ( 16)

Level 2
X 45.28 42.57

8 SD 8.79 5.67

N ( 5) ( 11)

1. 2



Tour 63

SOS TEACHER AFFILIATION SUBTEST

Level of Test Grade
Years in Program

2 3 ,

. .

4

X 46.86 40.94 48.98 45.58

5 SD 10.01 12.73 11.65 7.99

N (8) (11) (13) (6)

Level 2
X 44.67 44.07

7 SD 7.01 8.60 __

N (14) (16)

X 40.28 48.98

8 SD 9.58 6.15 -- --

N (8) (11)

i ____4
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11161E .61
SOS SOCIAL CONFIDENCE SUBTEST

Level of Test Grade
Years in Program

1

1 2 3 4

--I
X 38,51 43.40 45.62 48.40

5 SD 6.07 6,93 12.15 10.18

N (8) (11) (13) (6)

X 43.81 45.86

Level 2 7 SD 9.31 6.49

N (14) (16)

X 43.48 45.42

8 SD 6.54 7.92 -- __

N (8) (11)



-rote Gc.

SOS PEER AFFILIATION SUBTEST

Level of Test Grade
Years in Program

1 2 . 3 4

X 47.56 43.77 45.07 44.02

5 SO 7.18 10.42 12.63 7.28

N (8) (11) (13) (6)

X 41.61 44.68

Level 2
7 SO 8.58 10.35

N (14) (16)

X 38.84 42.86

8 SO 6.27 7 08

N (8) (11)
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Time of
Administration Grade

Fall 1973

2

4

G-5 g (-0 C.161,5

Winter 1976

3

4

ifirm.e--- %lob

BTB ATTITUDE SUBTEST

Years in Program

0 1 3

5D
Ii

37,87
12.51
(30)

54 32. 39.97
51%. 10.20 12.28
0 (19) (251

5D

rsJ

42.70
9.06
L10)

48.94 50.69

51) 9.69 6.48

(65) (108.1

50.91 51.12

,51).

5.17 5.24

(47) (120)

127
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SOURCE Of VARIATION

TABLE c,-Ip

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
1976

ATTITUDE SUBTEST OF BTB
GRADE AND YEARS IN BILINGUAL PROGRAM

SU" OF HFAY s1GNTF
Sr:uf.kES DF SnUlikF F rF F

MAIN EFFECTS
Grade
Years in Program

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Grade Years in Program

RESIDUAL

TOTAL

167.069
77.622
79.bq4

yo.729

1 4531.161

14736.955

a
i

1

1

320

323

E3.531
77.62a
79.6'4

40,729

45.410

45.631

1.110
1,709
1.754

.697

.156

.189

.183

,999

346 Cases were processed,
22 Cases (6,4 PCT) were missing,
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TABLE Cot

-ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SPRING 1973 To6E E-1--Vv-US4 LA-PG-kt E 50WreS1-

LANGUAGE LISTENEDAON RADIO Ai-0
LANGUAGE LISTENEDI-ON TV

WITH FALL 1972 1-0(3 E-06-654 LhoertM-ere Ale:MST

SOURCE OF VARIATION

COVARIATES

Sum 01-
SC:WARES UF.

MEAN
SQUARE F

SIGN1F
OF F

Fall English TOBE 6. t, BS I 6,685 .895 .999

MAIN EFFECTS +0 51.305 4 12.826 1.717 1149
Language ListenedAon Radio 15.947 2 7.974 1.067 348
Larluw Listenednn T.V. 19.563 2 9.781 1.309 .273

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Radio and T.V, 4,749 3 1,583 4212 .999

RESIDUAL 941.364 126 7,471

TOTAL 1004.103 134 7,493

COVi.RIATE BETA

FALL TOBE -.068

129



TABLE Qi

MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS
SPRING 19731'600E 906reCT

ToLANGUAGE LISTENEDON RADIO AND
LANGUAGE LISTENE4N TV

WITH FALL 1 9 7 2- fthe LitosolyvE sayrvir-

GRAND MEAN = 8.88

VARIABLE + CATEGORY

gAl>11D

UNADJUSTED
ULV IN ETA

ADJUSTED FON
INDLPENDENTS

CUVARIATES
DEVIN BETA

1 English 5 2 .29 .13
2 Spanish 29 .57 .61
3 Both 54 ".59 4 6

.18 .15

1C At,
1 English 68 .46 I 28
2 Spanish 7 "1.57
3 Both 60 ,13

1118 .15

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

130

.058
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TABLE 11:;)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SPRING 1973 TO' 5 ehtSttili LA-*1 60AdrE .50C37E91-

BY LANGUAGE LISTENED :To ON rute 0.-At) io fkrJD
LANGUAGE LI STENEDN TV WITH FALL 1972 "roeE le/J-11 Ism (Art sAmse- SUATLc

SOURCE OF VARIATION

COVARIATES

SUM OF
sQUARLs DF

MEAN

SQUANE F

SIGNIF
OF F.

Fall Spanish TOBE 3.523 1 3.523 .375 .999

MAIN EFFECTS 40 103.430 Li 25.657 2.749 .031
Language Listened,,on Radio 96.983 2 48.491 5.155 .007
Language Listened on TV 12,860 2 6.4-40 .684 999

2-WAY INTERACTIONS
Radio and T.V. 11.686 3 3.895 414 .999

RESIDUAL 1157.020 123 9,407
TOTAL 1275.659 131 9.738

COVARIATE BETA

FALL TOBE .068
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TABLE

MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS

SPRING 1973 1-00E 5PA4161-1 LA-0604re gi-Esr

LANGUAGE LISTENEDN RADIO AND
LANGUAGE LISTENEDN TV

WITH FALL 1972 -Foocer senw5H 1A-140 ACC so9orc:57-

GRAND MEAN = 7.66

VARIABLE + CATEGORY

fLPOPIO
1 English
2 Spanish
3 Both

UNADJUSTED
DEV I N ETA

-.58
1.51
-.28

ADJUSTED FOH
INDEPENCENTS
t COVAR IA I E8

DEV IN BETA'

-.82
1.58
.09

.26 .29

TN,
1 English .23 .33
2 Spanish 0 b 1013
3 Both . 27 .25

.08 .12

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

1 3 2

. 084
2 9 0



TABLE ,Tao

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SPRING 1973 lawaer C11611-14,Ft L16-OhlerrITST-

LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO MOTHER
LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO FATHER
LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO SIBLINGS

WITH FALL 1971 Tooe ata&us14 LApaGALNexe savresl-

SOURCE OF VARIATION

COVARIATES

SUM OF
SUUARES OF

3:E.AN
SOUANE F

SIGNIF
OF F

Fall English TOBE 8.b31 / 8.631 1445 .2137

MAIN EFFECTS 63.622 6 10.604 1.406 .217
Language Spoken to Mother 16.126 2 8.063 1,069 .347
Language Spoken to Father 4.308 2 2.154 1286 .999

Language Spoken to Siblings 43 . 1 Ni 2 21.594 2.864 .059

2-WAY INTERACTIONS 95.293 10 9.529 1,264 .257
Mother Father 46.006 1 4 1 1 , 50 1 1/525 .198
Mother Siblings 8.175 2 4.068 .54.2 .999

Father Siblings 16.646 4 4.161 .552 .999

3-WAY INTERACTIONS
Father Mother Siblings .029 1 .029 0004 .999

RESIDUAL 934.942 124 7.540

TOTAL 1102.517 142 7.764

COVARIATE BETA

FALL ENGLISH TOBE -.074

33



TABLE 1.1

MULTIPL'E CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS
SPRING 1973 -roe.e el,16,u40- LAriJaumre goAregr

LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO MOTHER
LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO FATHER
LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO SIBLINGS

WITH FALL 1972 wee Ela&Lx.,* LArt.x.AJA4re 5uwriEsir

ADJUS TED F oh
GRAND MEAN = 8,80 IINDLPEYDENT

UkAUJUSTF 0 + COVARIATES
VARIABLE + CATEGORY

LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO MOTHER
1 English
2 Spanish

3 Both

LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO FATHER

N

15
98
3U

DtV IN

.73
-.20
.30

ETA

.12

DLV IN

.47
. '27

.65

fiETA

15

1 English LO .70 418
2 Spanish 87 -.11 06
3 Both 3b -.11 .-.25

10 .05

LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO SIBLINGS
1 English 61 .34 .19
2 Spanish 31 .62 .77
3 Both 51 -.78 .0.70

.21 .20

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

13

.066
256



TABLE lit

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SPRING 1973 ToG .51P.4141. LA0sG4JAiSie 5osareST

LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO MOTHER
LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO FATHER
LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO SIBLINGS

WITH FALL

SOURCE OF VARIATION

COVARIATES

1972 Tc43e- SPAt-413I1

SUM OF
SOUAHEs

l44t4tWAEre

OF

9u6rEs1

. NEAN
SOUAHE F

SIGNIF
OF F

Fall English TOBE .377 1 .377 1042 4999

MAIN EFFECTS 149.531 6 . 29,922 2.749 8015
Language Spoken to Mother 60.509 2 30,25-5 3.337 .038
Language Spoken to Father 8,175 2 4,08H .451 .999
Language Spoken to Siblings H0.847 2 40,423. 4,458 .013

2WAY INTERACTIONS 73.750 10 7,375 .813 .999
Mother Father 114.566 4 11.141 1,229 .302
Mother Siblings 16.615 2 . 8.308 .916 ,999
Father Siblings 17.056 4 4,364 .481 .999

3WAY INTERACTIONS
Father Mother Siblings 3.923 1 3.923 433 99

RESIDUAL 1097.104 121 9,067

TOTAL 1324,685 139 9.530

COVARIATES BETA

FALL ENGLISH TOBE ,074

135



TABLE 75.

MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS
SPRING 19731WE 5041K1+ 1406-106CF.6& aleST

LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO MOTHER
LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO FATHER
LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO SIBLINGS

WITH FALL 1972 It41(i- 5PAh41Sht LA-0641/AGe- StiareS'r

GRAND MEAN = 7,77

VARIABLE + CATEGORY

LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO MOTHER
1 English
2 Spanish
3 Both

N

1U

Yt3
28

UNADJUSTED
DLV IN ETA

.36

ADJUSTED FOR
INDEPti DENTS
+ CUV API AILS
DEN IN HLTA

1.1.36
.14
.19

.21 .15

LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO FATHER
1 English 19 .52
2 Spanish 87 .34' .00
3 Both 314 930

.14 .08

LANGUAGE SPOKEN TO SIBLINGS
1 English 59 -.84
2 Spanish 31 1.65 1.52
3 Both 50 -.03 .10

.31 .28

MULTIPLE R SQUARED
MULTIPLE R

13
G

. 113
, 336
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Teacher I.D. No -
YOU NAIR I MOSPENte ON() 1.3

BILINGUAL STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET.
-i-c., 3

(TO RE COMPLETED BY TEACHERS)
\A.! vt r 19 5'

Sexi Male 1 - Female 2 Name Student I.D. No.
4 8.12

School Unit No. Years of Formal Education Age in Years (as of Dec. 1, 1975) - -
73.71; 17.18 19.20

Please check any that apply:

Activity 17 Title. I Languor in Transition
at

Activity 56 Title I TESL-on-Wheels

- Activity 57 Title. I Orientation and Language Development Centers

State Funded Bilingual

Title VII Funded Bilingual

- Board Funded Bilingual
Not in'any Bilingual Program

27

PROGRAM MODEL (arc!. one)

1. Self contained

2. Team teaching-two teachzrs
in same room all day

3. Team teaching-two teachers 5. Departmentalized
in separate rooms, exchange 6. Other (please specify):
students

4. Integrated full day

NON-ENGLISH LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION (Circle one)

1. Spanish .4. Arabic 7. Korean 10.

2. Greek 5. Chinese 8. Pilipino 11.

3. Italian 6. Japanese 9. Polish 12.

Serbo-Croatian

American Indian Languages

Haitian-French

SO

29.30

APPROXIMATE DAILY INSTRUCTION TIME (Circle one in each column) Other Language
English of f nstruction

Less than 40 minutes 1 1

40 - .80 minutes 2

81 - 120 minutes. . 3

121 - 160 minutes 4

161 - 200 minutes 5

More than 200 minutes 6

31

2

3

4- '

5

6

32

Circle the number below for the one category that fits the source of income for the head of the student's household.

1. Social Security or Public Aid

2. Service Worker or Private Household Worker, such as waiter, nursing aide, airline stewardess, elevator
operator,- hairdresser, barber, cook, maid or domestic worker.

3. Laborer, such as construction laborer, garbage collector, warehouseman

4. Operative, such as assembly worker, clothing presser, produce grader, machine operator, sailor, textile oper-
ator, bus driver, taxicab driver, deliveryman

5. Craftsman, such as baker, floor layer, carpenter, foreman, machinist, mechanic and repairman,
sheet metal worker, tailor

6. Clerical Worker, such as bank teller, file clerk, mail carrier, dispatcher, office machine operator,
secretary

7. Sales Worker, such as real-estate agent, retail sales clerk, manufacturer's sales representative

8. Manager and Administrator, such as treasurer, buyer, office manager, government official, sales manager,
restaurant manager

9. Professional and Technical, such as accmintant, engineer, physician nurse, social worker, teacher, drafts-
man, actor, computer programmer

0. Do Not Know

33

Please circle one letter to indicate the student ability in each language. Use these categories:

A. Unable to comprehend or communicate C. Comprehends and communicates with rea-

B. Comprehends and communicates in halting sonable facility

and limited manner D. Near-native proficiency

English language fluency A B C D 34

Home. language fluency (other than English) . . A B C D 38

137



TO BE COMPLETED BY STUDENTS

(Circle one answer for each question)

1, Number of years completed in a bilingual program: 0 1 2 3

2. Number of years in the U.S.:

1. Less than 1 year 3. 3-5 years 5.

2. 1-2 years 4. 6-10 years 6.

3. Your birth place,

131.

4 5 6 7 8

11-15 years

More than 15 years

36

37

1. Central America 8. China 15. Yugoslavia

2. Cuba 9. Japan 16. Other parts of Europe

3. Mexico 10. Philippines 17. Middle East (Arab World)

4. Puerto Rico 11. Other parts of Asia 18. Haiti

5. South America 12. Greece 19. Other

6. Southwest U.S.A. 13. Italy

7. Other parts of the U.S.A. 14. Poland 34-36

4. What language do your parents speak at home most of the time? (Circle one for each parent)

English Spanish Greek Italian Arabic Chinese Japanese Korean Pilipino

Father 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Polish Serbo-Croatian Haitian-French Other 40.41

10 11 12 13

English Spanish Greek Italian Arabic Chinese Japanese Korean Pilipirso

Mother 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Polish Serbo-Croatian Haitian-French Other

10 11 12 13

English Home Language

42.43

Both

5. What language do you speak mast with your father/ 1 2 3
44

6. What language do you speak most with your mother? . 1 2 3

7. What language do you speak most with your brothers and sisters? 1 2 3

8. What language do you speak most at school? 1 2 3
47

If you know how much schooling your parents have, please circle one number for each parent who lives
with you.

Father
46

Mother
46

1 Did not complete the 8th grade 1

2 Completed the 8th grade but did not go to high school 2

3 Went to high school but did not graduate from high school 3

4 Graduated from high school 4

5 Had some non-college training triter graduating from high school 5

6 Went to college but did not graduate from college 6

7 Graduated from a two-year college 7

8 Graduated from a four-year college 8

9 Has an advanced degree (Masters or Doctorate) 9

0 I don't know 0

Name

12Q

LAST nosy 30-79



T ti NIFT)C

Parent' s Qucs tionnaire
Cuestionario pare los padres

I. General Information-Inforraci6n general

1. Student's full name

Nombre OTapleto del estudiante

2. Who is answering this questionnaire:
Qui6n esta contestando el cuestionario:

II Father (Padre)

Mother ,(madre)

Other (atria persona) Specify (especifique)

3. Place of birth: mother father student

Lugar de nacimiento: madre padre estudiante

4. How long have you and your family lived on the United States mainland?

Hace cuanto tiempo viven en los Estados thidcs prepios?

Less than 6 months
(rams de 6 meses)

6 rronths to 2 years

(6 mesas a 2 ahos)

2.1 to 5 years
(2.1 a 5 ahos)

5.1 to 10 years
(5.1 a 10 ahos)

10.1 to 20 years
(10.1 a 20 ahos)

All our lives
(Thda la vide)

1 3 1

4

rgi

6

5. How long have you and your family lived in Illinois?
Hace cuanto tiempo viven en Illinois?

Tcss than 6 months
(renos de 6 meses)

6 months to 2 years
(6 meses a 2 ahos)

2.1 to 5 years
(2.1 a 5 ahos)



5.1 to 10 years
(5.1 a 10 anos)

10.1 to 20 years
(10.1 a 20 adios)

All our lives
('Ibda la vida)

4

El

6

. r 7

6. Where did you live before coming to Illinois. an qug lugar han resiado antes
de venir a Illinois?

Mexico1112

Ell Puerto Rico

Cuba.

4

Ell

El

Texas

Florida

South,,,,est (USA)

1E11

8

9

New York

Latin America'

Other (otro) Specify (Especifique)

7. What was the last yer of schooling completed by:
Hasta qu6 afro escolar ha estudiado:

A. Mother (La madre)

0

1

None (no escuela)

ElaTentary School
(Escuela elemental)

FT1 Jr. High School,
los prirneros dos arcs de
educaci6n secundaria o Jr.
High School)

13 'High School
(Escuela secundaria)

4 University (Universidad)

8. What is the occuoation of:
Cull es la ocupacitan de:

A.

0

1

2

Mother (La madre)

Deceased (muarta)

Housewife (Arra do casa)

Laborer (rJr.plcado en fdbrica

o en el cami7o)

B. Father (El padre)

None (lip escuela)

Elementary School
(Escuela elemental).

Ell

1 3 1

Jr. High School los
primeros dos albs de educaci6n
secundaria 0 Jr. High School)

High School
( Escuela secundaria)

E-4-1 University <Universidad)

B. Father (El parire)

Deceased (muerto)101

1 Laborer (Empleado en fdbrica,

el campo)

12 I Maintenance (mantenimiento, lizple2a)



4

6

8

9

10

Clerical (Oficina, tienda)

Maintenance (antenimiento,
limpieza)

Sales (Vendedora)

Nurse (Enferrera)

Teacher aid (Pvudante de
rnaes tra)

Teacher (Maestra)

Professional (Pro fes ional)

Other (Otro)

9. How many thildrerido you have?
Cuantos hijas e hijos hay en su familia?

3

4

6

8

9

10

134.

Clerical ;Oficina, tienda

Constructicn (Construcci6n)

Technician (T6cnico)

Sales (Vendedor)

.Teacher (naestro)

Professional (Profesional)

Retired (Retirado)

Disabled (anfermo o incapacitado
para trabajar)

Unemployed (Sin erpleo)

r

. gj Other (Otro)

10. How many of your children attend (or have attended) a bilingual prograr0

CuIntos de sus nifos atiendan o han atendido un programa

11: Other than the immediate family
else live in you household?
Fuera de la familia inrediata
personas en su hogar?

Yes (SI)

No (No)

(mother, father, and children), does anyone

madre, padre, hijas e hijos), viven otras

II. Spanish and English Proficiency (Conocimiento de Espafol e Ingle's)

12. How would each of you describe your Spanish speaking ability? (Circle the

appropriate number) .
Coco describirla cada uno de ustedes su propia habilidad para hablar el

(Encierre el nil:mar° aprcpiado) .espahol?

mother
madre 1. native

native

2. good
Bien

3. adequate
adecuaclamente

father
padre 1. native

nativo

2. good
Bien

3. adequate
adecuadamente



4. very little
mas o menos

5. do not speak at all
no to hablo

4. very little
rgz o menos

5. do not speak at all
no lo hablo

13. Haw would each of you describe your own Spanish reading ability? (circle
the appropriate number).
C6mo describiria cada uno de ustedes su propia habilidad para leer e].
espahol?. (Encierre el nCmero apropiado).

mother father
madre 1. native padre

nativa

2. good
bien

3. adequate

1. native
nativo

2. good
bien

3. adequate.
adecuaciamente adecuadamente

4. very little
mgs o menus

4. very little
mgs o menos

5. do not read it at all 5. do not read it at :411
no lo leo no lo leo

14. How would each of you
the appropriate numbe
C6mo describirla cada
ingles? (Encierre el

mother
madre

1. native
native

2. good
bien

describe your own English speaking ability? (Circle
r).

uno de ustedes su propia habilidad para hablar el
naero aprcpriado) .

father
padre 1. native

nativo

2. good
bien

3. adequate '3. adequate
adecuadamente adecuadamente

4. very little
mgs o menos

4. very little
ma's o menos

5. do not speak it at all 5. do not speak it at all
no lo hablo no lo hablo



15. How would each of you
the appropriate numbe
CEmo describiria calla
ingl6s? (Encierre el

mother
madre 1. native

nativa

2. good
bien

describe your own English reading ability? (Circle
r).

uno de ustedes su propia habilidad para leer el
naero apropiado) .

father
padre

3. adequate
adecuadamente

4. very little
m62.0 nenos

5. do not read it at all
no lo leo

1. native
nativo

2. good
bien

3. adequate
, adecuadamente

4. very little
mks o menos

5. do not read it at all
no lo leo

16. How would you describe the student's Spanish speaking ability? (Circle the
appropriate nurrher).
6,70 describirla la habilidad del estudiante o de la estudiante: (Encierre
el nilmero apropiado)..

1. native
nativo

2. good
bien

3. adequate
adecuadamente

4. very little
rrs o menos

5. does not speak it at all
no lo habla

17. Hcw would you describe the student's Spanish reading ability? (Circle the
appropriate number). .

C6mo describjra la habilidad de la estudiante ,o del estudiante para leer
el espanol? (Encierre el nCmero appLopriado).

1. native
native

2. good
17ien

3. adequate
adecuadamente



4. very little
mas o menos

5. does not read it at all
no lo lee

18. Hop/ would you describe the student's English speaking ability? (circle
the appropriate number).
Como describiria usted la habilidad de el (la) estucliLnte para hablar el
ingles? (Encierre el nilmero apropiado).

1. native
native

2. good
bien

3. adequate
adecuadamente

4. very little
moSs o menos

5. does not speak it at all
no lo habla

19. How would you describe the student's English reading ability? (Circle the
appropriate number) .
C6ro describirla usted is habilidad de el (la) estrrilante para leer el
ingles? (Encierre el nl:Imero apropiado).

1. native
native

2. good
bien

3. adequate
adecuadamente

4. very little
mls o menos

5. does not speak it at all
no lo habla

III. Language Usage (Uso dc los 2 lenguajes)

20. That languzIge du the parents use most of the time at home?
Qu6 idioma hablDr. en casa la mayor parte dal ticmDo?

mother father
madre Spanish padre

L2J English

1

2

Spanish

English



21. What language do the parents use most of the time outside of th
LQug idicma hablan rr .1s los padres cuando es td fuera de su hogar,'

mother
madre NI Spanish

English

Other

father
padre 1 1 Spanish

El
English

Other

22. Do the parents prefer to readin English or in Soanish?
Prefieren los padres leer en ingles o en espahoi?

mother father
madre padre

111

Spanish 101 Spanish

English go English

licr1Q?

23. Do parents prefer to watch English or Spanish programs on televINion?
Prefieren los padres ver programas de television en ingles o en is manol?

mother -father
madre padre

1111 Spanish

English El
Spanish

English

24. Do parents prefer to listen to radio in Spanish or in English?
Prefieren los padres escuchar la radio en ingrds'o en espatiol?

mother father
madre padreII Spanish

English

Spanish

English

25. ?hat language does the student use most of the time at home?
ZQue idicma habla el (la) estudiante en casa la mayor parte del Ilimpo?

2

Spanish

English

Does the student prefer to read in English or in Spanish?
El (la) estudiante prefiere leer en espaliol a en ingles?

27 Does the
ZE1 (la)
ingles?

"a
.

1 1

2

Spanish

English

student prefer to watch English or Spanish programs on
estucliante prefiere ver programas de televisiOn en esprin, li o en

Spanish1



28. Does the student prefer to listen to the radio in. Spanish or English?
al (la) estudiante prefiere escuchar radio en ingl6s o en espahol?

Spanish

12-1 English

IV. Language Interaction Patterns Patrones de use del lenguaje.

29. In general, what language do you use most often to speak to each other.
(mother and father)?

En general, en cual idicma se hablan uno con el otro (madre y padre)?

Spanish

71 English

1131 Other

30. In general, what language do parents use to speak to their children?
.

En general, en cuAl idicma le habla a sus hijos?

Father

71 Spanish

71 English

l31 Other

Mother

111 Spanish

English

Other

2

3

31. In general, what language cb your children use to speak to each other?
En general, en cull idicma se hablan sus hijos el uno con el otro?

1

2

3

Spanish

English

Other

32. In general, what language do your children use to speak to:
En general, en cuil idicna le habia a usted sus hijos?

Father Mother

I 1 I

2

(3I

Spanish I 1 Spanish

English E721 English.

Other Other

33. Are there any regular exceptions to thcsi2 patterns? (For example, does one
Child speak Spanish to a youns'er brother or sister, but mostly English to
an older brother or sister)?

1 6



14V.
.

.Hay excepcicnes regulares a estos patrones? (Por ejemplo, alguno eo lvs

nifios le habla en espanol a uno de los hermanos menores, pero inglft en
mayor parte a los hermanos mayores)?

Explain
Explique

V. Neighborhood and Bilingual Program (Lugar de Residencia) programa

34. Is the neighborhood in which you live primarily Spanish-speakor
English-sceaking?
En el barrio en que ustedes y sus hijos e hijas viven, los vecinos hablan

generalmente en espahol o en ingles?

j Spanish. (espahol)

Ell English (inglgs)

.35. What country are most of your neighbors from?
.De qu5 pals son la mayorla de sus Vecinos?

0

11211

2

Don't know (no se)

Mexican (Mejicano)

.

1-3-1 Cuban (Cuban)

DE US. Anglo (=UU blancos)

Puerto Rican (Puertorriquefio) 15 1 U.S. Black ( :EUU negros)

36. What do you think is the main purpose of the bilingual education program?
Z.Cu.51 piensa Ud. mg es el propasito principal de el program de educaci6n

bilingUe? (Narque solo un ni:Imero)

0 Don't understand (no entiendo)

To have pride in Spanish heritage (pacer a los ninos Orgullusos
de su culture nativa)

1 2 1 To learn basic skills iciprender las destrezas b,eisicas)
A ,$



4

To teach kids in their own language (anzener a los ninos en
f.ty. lenguaje native)

To get a bettor education (recibir una educaci6n mejor)

71 To learn both languages (aprender los dos lenguajes)

Flab learn English but maintaining- nafj.ve language and
heritage (aprender Irgles 1De'r-o mantimi-ndo el espahol y la

culture nativa)

U Other (Specify) Otro (especifique)

37. Why do you want your child to receive bilingual education?
aorque quiere 12d. que su nino (a), reciba educacion bilingte?

LI] Don't understand (No entiendo)

[71 So that he knows who he is and have pride in self and
culture (pare rue el nino conozca su origen y se sienta

orgulloso de si mismo y su culture)

pi So that he/she learn basic skills in Soanish and English
(pare que puede aprender las destrezas bdsices en Espanol
e ingles)

171 So that he/she can learn English (pare que puede aprender
ingres)

So that the child doesn't have the same problems the parents

had when they came to this country. (pare que el nines no tenga
el misi,o prcblera que los
padres tuvieron al vanir a

este.pals.).

rsi To have better cp'portunities in life and a better self-image
(para mejorar las coortunidades del nino y guardar una imagen
personal mess positive)

4

riTi To learn Spanish better (pare aprender espanol mejor)

171 Other (specify) otro (specifiqlm)

1 4 r,-,u )



38. If this is the first year your child is enrolled in a bilingual program,
why was he not enrolled previously?
Si este es.el primer ano que su nino(a) a sido ratriculado en un programa
bilingUe, porque no fue matriculado antes?

4

The child was tca young for school (el nifio no estaba en edad
escolar)

Never heard of tine program before now (no suave del programa antes

este-atio)__

Was not living in Illinois (no vivia in Illinois)

Did not realize the value of the program (no-me daba cuenta del
valor del programa)



Teacher questionaire ..

1. Hcw long has the bilingual program been in effect in yuur district?

2. What. type of bilingual program do you teath in? (Circle the appropriate

nuMber) .

1/2 day-bilingual

121 tutorial-pull out

m self contained-bilingual

= team teaching

3. Aside from yourself, are there any other adults participating in your

classroom?
How many? . If yes, what is their function? (i.e,,

teacher aide, parent volunteer, etc?)

Teacher aid

11 Team teacher

1 3 1

4

Teacher

Parent

4. What is the ratio of students to adults in your class(es).

5. Approximately what percent of the entire schcol day do the pupils in the

bilingual program actually spend in the bilingual classroom?

6. When in the bilingual classroom is Spanish primarily used? (Circle the

apptooriate number)

1

1

1 31

for Spanish language arts instruction only

As a medium of instruction only (all subjects)

for general classroom interaction

E4-1 1 and 2 only

5. 1
1, 2 and 3

7. The students who have been in the bilingual program since its inception

received beginning reading instruction: (Circle the appropriate nuMbe)

111 exclusively in English 150



En exclusively in Spanish

In English and Spanish concurrently

8. For these same children, describe their- reading curriculum developmentally
with regard to language of instruction. At what point(s) does the
instructional language change or vary?

=I By 3rd grade

M When student has developed an oral based in the language he is to read

When child develops 2nd grade reading level in Spanish.

In second grade.

71 Reading is taught concurrently' in both languages

9. For students now entering the bilincual program, has the reading curriculum
Changed? If yes, how is it. different?

71 Yes

E2-1 No
En Curriculum totally in Spanish

pi Begin reading in Spanish and English
can currently

FT1 First oral language, then a special
reading series

Fri Child spendS the whole day in a Bilingual
atmosphere -

771They are in the Same reading program as_
the other children

7-1 No change

10. What curriculum materials are used in your school for English reading and
Spanish reading?

B. SpanishA. English

r-Ti Scott Foresman.

Harcourt Brace

Harper and Row

Lippincoltt and Holt

McGraw Hill

DISTAR

7 Ginn Series

I S 1 Rank qt-rmt- qc3r-ir,

3

. . .

.

5

6

1 iv y

m Spanish Roll

171 Laidlaw

3 1 Santillan Series

FT1Y6todo Onaratovico

Lee y trebaja.

Antilla Fonetica

El Nuevo Sambrador (Espinos)

S

[ 6 1



di Yrepcc _rarcose para leer

I 9 r. Wirer Blosser71 Lyons and Carnahan

I10 1 Yomg AFerican Basic
Reading Series

p.11 Houghton Mifflin

1-2-1 MacMillan

FT Highway Holiday Series

14

115

The Economy Rog. Program

R.O.L.L.

Laner Blosser

/1-1.at teaching method or methods do you use in your class? (Circle the

appropriate number)

1 progranzrnd instruction

12 1 special pkil-need gro!_mings

interest groupings

ral individual tutorial

total class groups

other (specify)

5

I 6 1

12. How many years have you participated in the bilingual program in your district?
Elsewhere?

lhat languages do you speak?

1 Spanish

L2.j English

I 3 J Russian

4 C-erman

E51 French

Portuguese

Italian

8 Other (Specify)

6

14. How would you rate your spoken Spanish ability? (Circle the appropriate nuMber)

. ,

I 1 I native. .

.
C2 good

;' I 31 adequate

4 very little

5 ] do not speak at all



15 How would you rate your spoken English ability? (Circle the appropriate

number)

native

Lai good

El

adequate

very little

do not speak at all

16. Using the same scale, how would you rate the spoken English ability of the

other adults in your class listed in question #3. (1-native, 2-5ood, 3-

adequate, 4-very little, 5-dces not speak at all).

2

ADULTS LANGUAGE ABILITY

Ell
1

ITI

rn F5-1131

3

4

M

17. Using the same scale, how would you rate the spoken'Spanish ability of the

other adults in your class listed in question number 3. (1-native, 2-good,

3-adequate, 4-very little, 5-does not speak at all).

ADULTS LANGUAGE ABILITY

1 2 I

4

Ell
l 1

I l 1

1

P1 L3_1 F4 1 71
1 2 )

121

2 1

3

131

4

4

4

1 5 1

f 5 1

151

18. Approximately what percent of the pupils in your classes fall into each of the

following linguistic categories?

English dominant

bilingual

Spanish dominant



19. What percent of pupils in your classes fall into each of the following ethnic

categories?

Ethnic background

Yexican American

nunber

Puerto Rican

Cuban

Other Spanish sneaking

Anglo

20. In the bilingual classroom, approximately what percent of the time do you

speak Spanish? (If there is more than one teacher or adult in the room,

give the average)

21. In the bilingual classroom, approximately what percent of the time do the

Children use Spanish?

22. Do you specifically encourage all Spanish, all English or mixed language use

within the bilingual classroom?

Spanish

FT] English

131 Mixed

23. Mark the classroom contexts in which you speak:

Mostly English

1 11 General instructions

2

1 3 1

1.
4

Cpen discussion

Art

English as a second language

Rerredial work

6

Mostly Spanish

ni General instructions

pi Language arts Spanish

1 3 1

4

Social studies, math

Explanations to Spanish dominant

children

ET1 Reading and spelling

When speaking to English I 6 1 Stories and culture

dominant students

15



Mixed Languanes

Infonal conversation

Givigen directions

In ESL

Social Studies, Science, Math-'6

Culture

Concepts that can not be explained otherwise.

Ell
6

24. do you perceive to be the major goals of the bilingual program in your
school, with respect to your pupils' needs. Mark as many as 3 goals.

RA

Learn about Latin countries and culture

Culture Enrichment

En ESL

4

1E1

6

Maintenance of native language

Learn English

Remedial instruction

Help children function well in both cultures and using both languages

F--1Achievement at average rate for their age..

19J Produce an athmosphere conducive to growth. (i.e. cognitive, self - esteem,

physical, emotional, etc.)

F1) TO learn to read in the 2 languages

]

Eel

1131

Develop pride in cultural heritage

Transition toward'an all English programs.

Other (Specify)

1-v



25. Have you r,-.cognized any differences or changes in your students as a result
of their participation in the bilingual program?. Mark -a.; many as 3

differences or changes.

Ill

131

Better self-concept

More desire to share knowledge with other classmates

Children-axe more willing to speak Spanish

71 Speak English better

Co better in all subject areas

Better attituces, happier

Irrproverrent in oral and written communication

5

-6

8 1

I 91

26. Comments

Enhanced pride in culture and language

Lamer absenteeism rate


